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Abstract
Parametric properties provide an effective and natural means
to describe object-oriented system behaviors, where the
parameters are typed by classes and bound to object instances
at runtime. Efficient monitoring of parametric properties, in
spite of increasingly growing interest due to applications
such as testing and security, imposes a highly non-trivial
challenge on monitoring approaches due to the potentially
huge number of parameter instances. Existing solutions
usually compromise their expressiveness for performance
or vice versa. In this paper, we propose a generic, in terms of
specification formalism, yet efficient, solution to monitoring
parametric specifications. Our approach is based on a general
algorithm for slicing parametric traces and makes use of
static knowledge about the desired property to optimize
monitoring. The needed knowledge is not specific to the
underlying formalism and can be easily computed when
generating monitoring code from the property. Our approach
works with any specification formalism, providing better
and extensible expressiveness. Also, an thorough evaluation
shows that our technique out performs other state-of-art
techniques optimized for particular logics or properties.
1. Introduction
Monitoring executions of a system against expected proper-
ties plays an important role not only in different stages of
software development, e.g., testing and debugging, but also in
the deployed system as a mechanism to increase system relia-
bility. Numerous approaches, such as (12; 14; 10; 7; 3; 1; 2;
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15; 11; 8), have been proposed to build effective and efficient
monitoring solutions for different applications. More recently,
monitoring of parametric specifications, i.e., specifications
with free variables, has received increasing interest due to
its effectiveness at capturing system behaviors, as shown in
the following example about interaction between the classes
Map, Collection and Iterator in Java.
Map and Collection implement data structures for map-
pings and collections, respectively. Iterator is an interface
used to enumerate elements in a collection-typed object. One
can also enumerate elements in a Map object using Iterator.
But, since a Map object contains key-value pairs, one needs
to first obtain a collection object that represents the contents
of the map, e.g., the set of keys or the set of values stored in
the map, and then create an iterator from the obtained collec-
tion. An intricate safety property in this usage, according to
the Java API specification, is that when the iterator is used
to enumerate elements in the map, the contents of the map
should not be changed, or unexpected behaviors may occur.
A violating behavior with regards to this property, which we
call UnsafeMapIterator, can be naturally specified using future
time linear temporal logic (FTLTL) with parameters: given
that m, c, i are objects of Map, Collection and Iterator, respec-
tively, ∀m, c, i.  (create coll〈m, c〉 ∧ (create iter〈c, i〉 ∧
(update map〈m〉 ∧ use iter〈i〉))), where create coll is cre-
ating a collection from a map, create iter is creating an itera-
tor from a collection, update map is updating the map, and
use iter is using the iterator;  means eventually in the future.
The formula describes the following sequence of actions: Col-
lection c is obtained from a Map m, an iterator i is created
from c, m is changed, and then i is accessed. When an ob-
served execution satisfies this formula, the UnsafeMapIterator
property is broken in the execution.
It is highly non-trivial to monitor such parametric spec-
ifications efficiently. We may see a tremendous number of
parameter instances during the execution; for example, it is
not uncommon to see hundreds of thousands of iterators in
one execution. Also, some events may contain partial infor-
mation about parameters, making it more difficult in locat-
ing other relevant parameter bindings during the monitoring
process; for example, in the above specification, when a up-
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date map〈m〉 is received, we need to find all create coll〈m, c〉
events with the same binding for m, and transitively, all cre-
ate iter〈c, i〉 with the same c as that create coll.
Several approaches were introduced to support the moni-
toring of parametric specifications, including Eagle (3), Trace-
matches (1; 2), PQL (15), PTQL (11) and MOP (8). However,
they are all limited in terms of supported specification for-
malisms or viable execution traces. Most techniques, e.g.,
Eagle, Tracematches, PQL and PTQL, follow a formalism-
dependent approach, that is, they have their parametric spec-
ification formalisms hardwired, e.g., regular patterns (like
Tracematches), context-free patterns (like PQL) with parame-
ters, etc., and then develop algorithms to generate monitoring
code for the particular formalisms. Although this approach
provides a feasible solution to monitoring parametric specifi-
cations, we argue that it not only has limited expressiveness,
but also causes unnecessary complexity in developing optimal
monitor generation algorithms, often leading to inefficient
monitoring. In fact, experiments in (8) and Section 7 show
that our formalism-independent solution generates more effi-
cient monitoring code than other existing tools. MOP, on the
other hand, does not fix the formalism to use in the specifica-
tion. Instead, MOP provides a generic framework for moni-
toring of parametric specifications, which allows one to use
existing non-parametric formalisms in parametric specifica-
tions. Unfortunately, however, the original MOP algorithm (8)
for parametric monitoring supports only those specifications
in which the first event for any matching trace instantiates
all the parameters of the property. This limitation prevents
it from monitoring a large subset of parametric properties,
including the above UnsafeMapIterator property: the traces
specified by UnsafeMapIterator begin with create coll, which
does not instantiate parameter i.
In this paper, we present a general technique to build op-
timized parametric monitors from non-parametric monitors,
following the spirit of MOP but without limitation. The pre-
sented technique is based on the theoretical results in (9),
which was focused on a general, theoretical solution for han-
dling parametric trace and proposed a conceptual algorithm1.
In this novel technique, we apply knowledge about the moni-
tored property to improve efficiency. The needed knowledge,
encoded as enable sets, depends only on the property and
not on the formalism in which it is specified. It can be easily
computed as a side effect when generating a monitor from
the property, as discussed in Section 5.
Our technique has been implemented in the latest version
of JavaMOP2. An extensive evaluation shows that the pro-
posed technique not only allows for greater expressiveness,
but also significantly improves the efficiency of monitoring in
1 Note that the evaluation results in (9), are based on the technique presented
in this paper. The technique was only very briefly mentioned in (9), due to its
different focus, and because the optimization had not yet been formalized.
2 JavaMOP is the Java specialization of MOP, which is itself a framework
generic in requirements specification formalisms (8).
comparison to prior techniques with fixed logical formalisms.
This new technique of optimization based on enable sets,
combined with the new general parametric algorithm from
(9), represents the first efficient, modular technique for moni-
toring fully general properties (i.e., the properties do not need
to instantiate all the parameters in the creation events or use
a fixed logical formalism). In fact, it is more efficient than
the systems that do use a fixed formalism. For the (enable-
set-)optimized JavaMOP, only 7 out of 66 of our tested cases
caused more than 10% runtime overhead. The numbers for
the non-optimized JavaMOP and Tracematches are 9 out of
66 and 15 out of 44, respectively. On two cases the optimized
JavaMOP has over an order of magnitude less overhead than
Tracematches, and the non-optimized JavaMOP fails to com-
plete the runs, running out of memory. On five other cases,
Tracematches has at least twice the overhead of optimized
JavaMOP. On any case with noticeable overhead, the enable
set optimization produces a notable reduction in overhead.
Contributions. The major contributions of this paper are:
1. A formalism-independent technique for monitoring para-
metric properties, which overcomes the limitations of ex-
isting techniques without reducing performance.
2. A novel concept of enable sets, which encodes static
knowledge of the property to monitor and facilitates the
optimization of the monitoring process, together with
algorithms to compute enable sets for several requirements
specification formalisms.
3. An extensive evaluation and comparison of the proposed
solution with Tracematches, an efficient monitoring sys-
tem for regular expression based properties (1; 2).
Outline. The remainder of this paper is as follows: Section
2 provides an intuitive overview of our technique, providing
an understanding of the more formal parts of the paper
that follow. Section 3 provides definitions and examples
regarding parametric traces. Section 4 discusses modification
of the online monitoring algorithm presented in (9) to only
create monitor instances for events deemed monitor creation
events. Section 5 presents the enable sets, which drive our
optimization. Section 6 presents the finished, optimized
online trace algorithm, with a proof of correctness. Section 7
discusses the implementation of the algorithm, and presents
the results of our evaluation, which show the efficiency of
our technique. Lastly, Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. Approach Overview
To illustrate our technique we expand the UnsafeMapIterator
example discussed in Section 1. Figure 1 shows a JavaMOP
specification of the UnsafeMapIterator property using five
different formalisms: finite state machines (FSM), extended
regular expressions (ERE), context-free grammars (CFG),
future-time linear temporal logic (FTLTL), and past-time
linear temporal logic (PTLTL). Because each of the properties
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UnsafeMapIterator(Map m, Collection c, Iterator i){
event create_coll after(Map m) returning(Collection c) : (call(* Map.values()) || call(* Map.keySet())) && target(m) {}
event create_iter after(Collection c) returning(Iterator i) : call(* Collection+.iterator()) && target(c) {}
event use_iter before(Iterator i) : call(* Iterator+.next()) && target(i) {}
event update_map after(Map m) : (call(* Map.remove*(..)) || call(* Map.put*(..))
|| call(* Map.putAll*(..)) || call(* Map.clear())) && target(m) {}
fsm: start [ create_coll -> s1 ]
s1 [ update_map -> s1, create_iter -> s2 ]
s2 [ use_iter -> s2, update_map -> s3 ]
s3 [ update_map -> s3, use_iter -> end ]
end []
@end{ System.out.println("ere: Accessed Invalid Iterator!"); __RESET; }
ere : create_coll update_map* create_iter use_iter* update_map update_map* use_iter
@match{ System.out.println("ere: Accessed Invalid Iterator!"); __RESET; }
cfg : S -> create_coll Updates create_iter Nexts update_map Updates use_iter,
Nexts -> Nexts use_iter | epsilon,
Updates -> Updates update_map | epsilon
@match{ System.out.println("cfg: Accessed Invalid Iterator!"); __RESET;}
ftltl: <>(create_coll /\ <> (create_iter /\ <> (update_map /\ <> use_iter)))
@validation{ System.out.println("ftltl: Accessed Invalid Iterator!"); __RESET; }
ptltl: use_iter -> ((<*> (create_iter /\ (<*> create_coll))) -> ((!update_map) Since create_iter))
@violation{ System.out.println("ptltl: Accessed Invalid Iterator!"); __RESET; }
}
Figure 1. FSM, ERE, CFG, FTLTL, and PTLTL UnsafeMapIterator
and c using the target and the return value of the method
call. The crucial point is that this example could not be
monitored using the original MOP parametric monitoring
algorithm [6] because create coll, which must always be the
first event in any matching pattern2, does not instantiate
the Iterator parameter i.
Observation code is then automatically synthesized from
the specification and instrumented into the program to mon-
itor. This way, executions of the monitored program will
produce traces made up of events defined in the specifica-
tion, as those in Figure 1. Consider the example trace in
Figure 2 generated for the specification in Figure 1, which
contains eleven events. Every event in the trace starts
with the name of the event, e.g., create coll, followed by the
parameter binding information, e.g., 〈m1, c1〉 that binds
parameters m and c with a map object m1 and a collection
c1, respectively. Such a trace is called a parametric trace
since it contains events with parameters. Our approach to
monitor parametric traces against parametric properties is
based on such an observation that each parametric trace
actually contains multiple non-parametric trace slices, each
for a particular parameter binding instance. The formal
definition of the trace slice can be found in Section 3, but
intuitively, a slice of a parameter trace for a particular pa-
rameter binding consists of names of all the events that have
parameter instances compatible with the parameter bind-
ing. Informally, two parameter instances are compatible if
and only if the parameters for which they have bindings
agree: parameter instances 〈m2, c2〉 and 〈m2, c2, i3〉 are an
example of compatible instances, because the parameters
they both bind, m and c, agree on their values, m2 and c2,
2Events which may start a matching trace are known as
monitor creation events.
Instance Slice Status
〈m1〉 update map ?
〈m1, c1〉 create coll update map ?
〈m1, c2〉 create coll update map ?
〈m2, c3〉 create coll ?
〈m1, c1, i1〉 create coll create iter use iter update map ?
〈m1, c1, i2〉 create coll create iter update map use iter match
〈m1, c2, i3〉 create coll create iter update map ?
〈m2, c3, i4〉 create coll create iter use iter ?
Figure 3. Slices for the Trace in Figure 2
respectively. Therefore, Figure 3 shows the trace slices and
their corresponding parameter bindings contained in the
trace in Figure 2. For example, the trace for the binding
〈m1, c1〉 contains create coll update map (the first and seventh
events in the trace) and the trace for the binding〈m1, c1, i2〉
is create coll create iter update map use iter (the first, fourth,
seventh, and eighth events in the trace).
Based on this observation, our approach creates a set of
monitor instances during the monitoring process, each han-
dling a trace slice for a parameter binding. Figure 4 shows
the set of monitors created for the trace in Figure 2, each
monitor labeled by the corresponding parameter binding.
This way, the monitor does not need to handle the parameter
information and can employ any existing technique for ordi-
nary, non-parametric traces, including state machines and
push-down automata, providing a formalism-independent
way to check parametric properties. When an event comes,
our algorithm will dispatch it to related monitors accord-
ing to its parameters and the monitors will update their
states accordingly. For example, the seventh event in Fig-
ure 2, update map〈m1〉, will be dispatched to monitors for
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UnsafeMapIterator(Map m, Collection c, Iterator i){
event create_coll after(Map m) returning(Collection c) : (call(* Map.values()) || call(* Map.keySet())) && target(m) {}
event create_iter after(Collection c) returning(Iterator i) : call(* Collection+.iterator()) && target(c) {}
event use_iter before(Iterator i) : call(* Iterator+.next()) && target(i) {}
event update_map after(Map m) : (call(* Map.remove*(..)) || call(* Map.put*(..))
|| call(* Map.putAll*(..)) || call(* Map.clear())) && target(m) {}
fsm: start [ reate_coll -> s1 ]
s1 [ update_map -> s1, create_iter -> s2 ]
s2 [ use_iter -> s2, update_map -> s3 ]
s3 [ update_map -> s3, use_iter -> end ]
end []
@end{ System.out.println("fsm: Accessed Invalid Iterator!"); __RESET; }
ere : create_coll update_map* create_iter use_iter* update_map update_map* use_iter
@match{ Sys em.out.println("ere: Accessed Invalid Iterator!"); __RESET; }
cfg : S -> create_coll Updates create_iter Nexts update_map Updates use_iter,
Nexts -> Nexts use_iter | epsilon,
Updates -> Updates update_map | epsilon
@match{ System.out.println("cfg: Accessed Invalid Iterator!"); __RESET;}
ftltl: <>(create_coll /\ <> (create_iter /\ <> (update_map /\ <> use_iter)))
@validation{ System.out.println("ftltl: Accessed Invalid Iterator!"); __RESET; }
ptltl: use_iter -> ((<*> (create_iter /\ (<*> create_coll))) -> ((!update_map) Since create_iter))
@violation{ System.out.println("ptltl: Accessed Invalid Iterator!"); __RESET; }
}
Figure 1. FSM, ERE, CFG, FTLTL, and PTLTL g UnsafeMapIt rator. Inset: Graphical Depiction of the Property.
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Figure 1. FSM, ERE, CFG, FTLTL, and PTLTL UnsafeMapIterator. Inset: Graphical Depiction of the Property.
in Figure 1 is the same, five messages will be reported
whenever an Iterator is incorrectly used after an update to
the underlying Map. We show all five of them to emphasize
the formalism-independence of our approach. On the first line,
we name the specified property and give the parameters used
in the specification. Then we define the involved events using
the AspectJ (13) syntax. For example, create coll is defined
as the return value of fu tions values and keyset of Map. We
adopt AspectJ synt x to define events in JavaMOP because it
is an expressive language for d fining observation points in
a Java p ogram. As m nt oned, every event may instantiate
some parameters at runtime. This ca be se n in Figure 1:
create coll will insta tiate parametersm and c using the target
and the return value of the method call. When one defines a
pattern or formula there are implicit events, which must begin
traces; we call these monitor creation events. For example,
in a pattern language like ERE, the monitor creation events
are the first events that appear in the pattern. We assume a
semantics where events that occur before monitor creation
events are ignored. The crucial point is that this example
could not be monitored using the original MOP parametric
monitoring algorithm (8) because create coll, the only monitor
creation event, does not instantiate the Iterator parameter i.
JavaMOP automatically synthesizes AspectJ instrumen-
tation code from the specification, which is weaved into the
program we wish to monitor by any standard AspectJ com-
piler. In this way, executions of the monitored program will
produce traces made up of events defined in the specification,
as those in Figure 1. Consider the example eleven event trace
in Figure 2 over the events defined in Figure 1. The # column
gives the numbering of the events for easy reference. Every
event in the trace starts with the name of the event, e.g., cre-
# Event # Event
1 cre te coll〈m1, c1〉 7 upd te map〈m1〉
2 create oll〈m1, c2〉 8 use iter〈i2〉
3 create iter〈c1, i1〉 9 create coll〈m2, c3〉
4 create iter〈c1, i2〉 10 c eat iter〈c3, i4〉
5 use iter〈i1〉 11 use iter〈i4〉
6 create iter〈c2, i3〉
Figure 2. Possible Execution Trace Over the Events Sp i-
fied in UnsafeMapIterator.
ate coll, followed by the parameter binding information, e.g.,
〈m1, c1〉 that binds parameters m and c with a map object
m1 and a collection c1, respectively. Such a trace is called a
parametric trace since it contains events with parameters.
Our approach to monitoring parametric traces against
parametric properties is based on the observation that each
parametric trace actually contains multiple non-parametric
trace slices, each for a particular parameter binding instance.
The formal definition of the trace slice can be found in Section
3, but intuitively, a slice of a parametric trace for a particular
parameter binding consists of n mes of all th events that have
l ss informativ parameter bindings. Informally, a parameter
binding b1 is less informative than a parameter binding b2
if and only if the parameters for which they have bindings
agree, and b2 binds either an equal number of parameters
or more parameters: parameter 〈m1, c2〉 is less informative
than 〈m1, c2, i3〉 because the parameters they both bind,
m and c, agree on their values, m1 and c2, respectively,
and 〈m1, c2, i3〉 binds one more parameter. Figure 3 shows
the trace slices and their corresponding parameter bindings
contained in the trace in Figure 2. The Status column denotes
the output category that the slice falls into (for ERE). In
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Instance Slice Status
〈m1〉 update map ?
〈m1, c1〉 create coll update map ?
〈m1, c2〉 create coll update map ?
〈m2, c3〉 create coll ?
〈m1, c1, i1〉 create coll create iter use iter update map ?
〈m1, c1, i2〉 create coll create iter update map use iter match
〈m1, c2, i3〉 create coll create iter update map ?
〈m2, c3, i4〉 create coll create iter use iter ?
Figure 3. Slices for the Trace in Figure 2.
 m1, c1
 m1, c1, i1 m1, c1, i2
 m1, c2
 m1, c2 ,i3
 m2, c3 ,i4
 m2, c3
Event update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉
∆ ∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
⊥ : 〈 1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈i1〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Table 1. Sample run of C+〈X〉. The first row gives the received events; the second and the third
rows give the content of ∆ and U , respectively, after every event is processed. Monitor states are
represented symbolically in the table, e.g., σ(i, create coll) represents the state after a monitor
processes event create coll.
instantiates a finite number of parameters, which is always
the case in practice.
Figure 3 shows the algorithm C+〈X〉 for online monitor-
ing of parametric property ΛX.P , given thatM is a monitor
for P . The algorithm shows which actions to perform, e.g.,
creating a new monitor state and/or updating the state of
related monitors, when an event is received. It is a slightly
different variant of algorithm C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and motivated by experience with implementing and
evaluating C〈X〉, mainly by the following observation: one
often chooses to starting monitoring at the witness of a spe-
cific set of events (instead of monitoring from the beginning
of the program). For example, when we monitor the prop-
erty in Figure 1, we can choose to start monitoring on a pair
of m and c objects, (m1, c1), only when a create coll event
is received, ignoring all the update map〈m1〉 events before
the creation. We call such events that lead to creation of
new monitor states (monitor) creation events. Algorithm
C+〈X〉 extends C〈X〉 in [7] to support creation events. It
is easy to see that C〈X〉 can be regarded as a special case
of C+〈X〉, when all the events are creation events.
Two mappings are used in this algorithm: ∆ and U .
∆ stores the monitor states for parameter instances and U
maps a parameter instance θ to all the parameter instances
that have been defined and are properly more informative
than θ. In what follows, “the monitor state for θ” is used
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate reading in some contexts, and,
accordingly, “to create a parameter instance θ” and “to cre-
ate a monitor state for parameter instance θ”have the same
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When parametric event e〈θ〉 is received, the algorithm
first checks whether θ has been encountered yet by checking
if its corresponding monitor state, i.e., ∆(θ), is defined(line
1 in main). If θ is encountered for the first time, new param-
eter instances may need to be created. In such a case, we
first try to locate the maximum parameter instance (θm)
which is less informative than θ and for which a monitor
state has been created (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
is found, its monitor state is used to initialize the monitor
state for θ (lines 7 and 8 in main); otherwise, a new moni-
tor state is created for θ only if e is a creation event (lines
9 and 10 in main). Also, new parameter instances can be
created by combining θ with existing parameter instances
that are compatible with θ, i.e., they do not have conflicting
parameter bindings. An observation here is that if parame-
ter instance θcomp has been created and is compatible with
θ then θcomp can be found in U(θm) for some θm ! θ ac-
cording to the definition of U . Therefore, algorithm C+〈X〉
searches through all the θm ! θ to find all possible θcomp,
examining whether any new parameter instance should be
created (lines 12 to 17 in main).
If θ has been seen before, or otherwise after all the new
monitor states have been created/initialized as explained
above, algorithm C+〈X〉 invokes all the monitors that need
to process e, namely, those whose corresponding parameter
instances are more informative than or equal to θ (lines
20 to 22 in main). The updates also make use of the lists
stored in U . There are two auxiliary functions: defineNew
and defineTo. The former initializes a new monitor state
for the input parameter instance and the latter creates a
monitor state for the first input parameter instance using
the monitor state for the second instance. Both functions
then update the lists in table U to maintain its integrity.
It can be proved that C+〈X〉 correctly creates and up-
dates monitor states according to the received event. The
proof can be easily derived from the proof for algorithm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitted here. We next use an example
run, illustrated in Table 1, to show how C+〈X〉 works. In
Table 1, we show the contents of ∆ and U after every event
(given in the first row of the table) is processed. The ob-
served trace is update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉. We assume that create coll is the
only creation event. For the time being we make abstrac-
tion of the particular property being monitored (e.g., the
one in Fig 1); hence, we assume that monitor states are
Event update map〈m1〉 cre te coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉
∆ ∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, 1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, 2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c 〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈i1〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c , i
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, , i
Table 1. Sample run of C+〈X〉. The first row gives the received events; the second and the thir
rows give the content of ∆ a d U , respectively, after very event is processed. Monitor states a e
represented symbolically in the table, e.g., σ(i, create coll) represents th sta e after monitor
processes event creat coll.
instantiates a fini e number of parameters, which is always
the case in practic .
Figure 3 shows the alg rithm C+〈X〉 for online m nitor-
ing of parametric roperty ΛX.P , given thatM is a monitor
for P . The algorithm shows which actions to perform, e.g.,
creating a new monitor state and/or upd ting the state of
related monitors, whe an event is rec ived. It is a slightly
different var ant of algorithm C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and motivate by experience with mpl menting and
evaluating C〈X〉, mainly by the following observation: one
often chooses to starting monitori at the witness of a spe-
cific set of event (inst ad of monitoring fr m the beginning
of the program). For example, when we monitor the prop-
erty in Figure 1, we can choos to start monitoring on a pair
of m and c objects, (m1, c1), only when a create coll event
is received, ignoring all the upd te map〈m1〉 vents before
the creation. We call such events that lead to creation f
new monitor states (monitor) creation events. Algorithm
C+〈X〉 extends C〈X〉 i [7] to support creation events. It
is easy to see that C〈X〉 can be regarded as a special case
of C+〈X〉, when all the events are creation events.
Two mappings are used in this algorithm: ∆ and U .
∆ stores the monitor states for par mete inst nces and U
maps a parameter inst nce θ to all th parameter inst nces
that have been defined a d are properly mo e informative
than θ. In what follows, “ he monitor state for θ” is used
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate reading in some contexts, and,
accordingly, “t create a parameter inst nce θ” and “to cre-
ate a monitor state for param ter inst nce θ”have th same
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When parametric event e〈θ〉 is received, th algorithm
first checks whet er θ has been encountered yet by checking
if its corresponding monitor state, i.e., ∆(θ), is defined(line
1 in main). If θ is encountered for the first time, new param-
eter instances may need to be cr ated. In such a case, we
first try to loca e the maximum parameter inst nce (θm)
which is less informative than θ and for which a monitor
state has been created (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
is found, its monitor state is used to initialize the monitor
state for θ (lines 7 and 8 in m i ); otherwise, a n w moni-
tor state is crea ed for θ only i e is a creation event (lines
9 and 10 in main). Also, new parameter inst nces ca be
cr ated by ombining θ with existing parameter inst nces
that are compatibl with θ, i.e., they do not ave co flicting
parameter bindings. An observation here is that if parame-
ter instance θcomp has been cre ted a d is compatible with
θ then θcomp can be found in U(θm) for some θm ! θ ac-
cording to the efinition of U . Therefore, algo ithm C+〈X〉
searches through all the θm ! θ to find all p ssible θcomp,
examining whether any new parameter inst nce should be
created (lines 12 to 17 in main).
If θ has been seen before, or otherwise af er all the n w
monitor states have be n created/i itializ as explained
above, algorithm C+〈X〉 invokes all the monitors that eed
to process e, namely, those whose c rresp nding parameter
instances are mor infor ative than or qual to θ (lines
20 to 22 in main). The updates also m ke use of th li ts
stored in U . There are two auxiliary funct ons: defineNew
and defineTo. The former initializes a new monitor state
for the input parameter inst nce and he latter creates a
monitor state for the first input parameter inst nce us g
the monitor state for the second instance. Both functions
then update the lists in able U to maintain its integrity.
It can be proved that C+〈X〉 correctly creates and up-
dates monitor states according to the received event. The
proof can be easily derived from th proof for alg rithm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitte here. W next use an ample
run, illustrated n Table 1, to show how C+〈X〉 works. In
Table 1, we show the contents of ∆ and U after every event
(given in the first row of the table) is processed. The ob-
served trace is update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉. We assume that creat coll is the
only creation event. For th ime being we make abstrac-
tion of the particular roperty being monitored (e.g., th
e in Fig 1); hence, we assume that monitor states are
Event update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉
∆ ∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈i1〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Table 1. Sample run of C+〈X〉. The first row gives the received events; the second and the third
rows give th content of ∆ and U , respectively, after every ev nt is processed. Monitor states are
represented symb lically in the tabl , e.g., σ(i, reate coll) represents the state after a monitor
processes event create c l.
instantiates a finite number of parameters, which is always
the case in prac ice.
Figure 3 shows the algorithm C+〈X〉 for online monitor-
ing of parametric property ΛX.P , iven t atM is a itor
for P . The algorith sh ws which a tions to perform, e.g.,
creating a new monit state and/ r updating the s ate o
related monitors, when n event i receive . I is a slightly
different variant of alg ith C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and motivated by experience with implementing and
evaluating C〈X〉, mainly by the following observatio : on
often chooses to starting monitoring at the witness of a spe-
cific set of events (instead of mo itori g from the b ginning
of the program). For xample, when we monit r the prop-
erty in Figure 1, we can choose to start monitoring on a pair
of m and c objects, (m , c1), o ly when create coll eve
is received, ignoring all the update map〈m1〉 ev ts before
the creation. We call su h events that lead to creation of
new monitor states (monitor) creation even s. Algori hm
C+〈X〉 ext nds C〈X〉 in [7] to supp rt creation events. It
is easy to see that C〈X〉 can be regarded as a speci l case
of C+〈X〉, when all the events ar reation events.
Two mappings are used in this algorithm: ∆ and U .
∆ stores the monitor state for aramete instances and U
maps a paramet r instance θ to all the parameter inst nces
that have been defined and are prop rly more informativ
than θ. In what follows, “th monitor state fo θ” is used
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate reading in some c ntexts, and,
accordingly, “to create a pa ameter instan e θ” and “to cre-
ate a monitor state for pa ameter inst nc θ”have th same
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When parametric event e〈θ〉 is received, the algorithm
first checks whether θ has b en ncoun ered yet by checking
if its corresponding moni or state, i.e., ∆(θ), is d fined(line
1 in main). If θ is encou tered for the first time, new param-
eter instances may need to be creat . In such a case, w
first try to locate th maximum par meter instance (θm)
which is les informative than θ and for which a monitor
state has been created (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
is found, i s monitor state is used to initialize the monitor
state for θ (lines 7 and 8 in main); therwise, a new moni-
tor state is created for θ only if e is a creation event (lines
9 a d 10 in main). Also, new pa am ter inst es can be
created by combining θ with existi g par met r instances
that are compatible with θ, i.e., they do not have conflicting
parameter bindings. An o servation h re is that if par me-
ter instance θcomp has been created and is compatible wi
θ then θcomp can be fou d i U( m) for om θm ! θ ac-
cording to the definition of U . Therefore, algorithm C+〈X〉
sea ches thr ugh all the θm ! θ t find all p ssible θcomp,
examining whether any new pa ameter instance should be
created (lines 12 to 17 in main).
If θ has been seen before, or otherwise after all the new
monitor states have been created/initialized as explained
above, algorithm C+〈X〉 invokes all th monitors that need
to process e, namely, thos whose corresponding parameter
in tances are more infor ative th n or qual to θ (lines
20 o 22 i main). The updates also make use f the lists
tored in U . There are two auxili ry functions: d fineNew
and defineT . The form r i itializes a new monitor state
for the input parameter instance and he latter creates a
monitor state for the first input paramet r i stance usi g
the monitor state for the second instanc . Both functions
th n update the lists in table U to maintain its integrity.
It can be proved that C+〈X〉 correctly creates and up-
dates monitor states acc rdi g to the received event. Th
p oof can be easily erived from the pro f for algorithm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitted here. We next use an exampl
run, illustrated i Table 1, t show how C+〈X〉 work . I
Table 1, we show the content of ∆ and U after every event
(given in the first row f the table) is process . The ob-
s rved tra e is update map〈m1〉 crea e coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 cr ate iter〈c1, i1〉. We assume that create coll is the
only creation event. For the time being we mak b trac-
tion of th particular property being monitored (e.g., the
one in Fig 1); hence, we assume that monitor s ates are
Event update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉
∆ ∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, c 〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈 1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1 i1〉
〈c1〉:〈 1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈i1〉:〈 2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈 1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Table 1. Sample run of C+〈X〉. The first row gives the received events; the second and the third
rows give the content of ∆ and U , respectively, after every event is processed. Monitor states are
represented symbolically in the table, e.g., σ(i, create coll) r presents the state after a monitor
proc ss s event create coll.
instantiates a finite number of parameters, which is always
the case in practice.
Figure 3 shows the algorithm C+〈X〉 for online monitor-
ing of parametric property ΛX.P , given thatM is a monitor
for P . The algorithm shows which actions to perform, e.g.,
creating a new monitor state and/or updating the state of
related monitors, when an event is received. It is a slightly
different variant of algorithm C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and motivated by experience with implementing and
evaluating C〈X〉, mainly by the following observation: one
often chooses to starting monitoring at the witness of a spe-
cific set of events (instead of monitoring from the beginning
of the program). For example, when we monitor the prop-
erty in Figure 1, we can choose to start monitoring on a pair
of m and c objects, (m1, c1), only when a create coll event
is received, ignoring all the update map〈m1〉 events before
the creation. We call such events that lead to creation of
new monitor states (monitor) creation events. Algorithm
C+〈X〉 extends C〈X〉 in [7] to support creation events. It
is easy to see that C〈X〉 can be regarded as a special case
of C+〈X〉, when all the events are creation events.
Two mappings are used in this algorithm: ∆ and U .
∆ stores the monitor states for parameter instances and U
maps a parameter instance θ to all the parameter instances
that have been defined and are properly more informative
than θ. In what follows, “the monitor state for θ” is used
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate reading in some contexts, and,
accordingly, “to create a parameter instance θ” and “to cre-
ate a monitor state for parameter instance θ”have the same
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When parametric event e〈θ〉 is received, the algorithm
first checks whether θ has been encountered yet by checking
if its corresponding monitor state, i.e., ∆(θ), is defined(line
1 in main). If θ is encountered for the first time, new param-
eter instances may need to be created. In such a case, we
first try to locate the maximum parameter instance (θm)
which is less informative than θ and for which a monitor
state has been created (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
is found, its monitor state is used to initialize the monitor
state for θ (lines 7 and 8 in main); otherwise, a new moni-
tor state is created for θ only if e is a creation event (lines
9 and 10 in main). Also, new parameter instances can be
created by combining θ with existing parameter instances
that are compatible with θ, i.e., they do not have conflicting
parameter bindings. An observation here is that if parame-
ter instance θcomp has been created and is compatible with
θ then θcomp can be found in U(θm) for some θm ! θ ac-
cording to the definition of U . Therefore, algorithm C+〈X〉
searches through all the θm ! θ to find all possible θcomp,
examining whether any new parameter instance should be
created (lines 12 to 17 in main).
If θ has been seen before, or otherwise after all the new
monitor states have been created/initialized as explained
above, algorithm C+〈X〉 invokes all the monitors that need
to process e, namely, those whose corresponding parameter
instances are more informative than or equal to θ (lines
20 to 22 in main). The updates also make use of the lists
stored in U . There are two auxiliary functions: defineNew
and defineTo. The former initializes a new monitor state
for the input parameter instance and the latter creates a
monitor state for the first input parameter instance using
the monitor state for the second instance. Both functions
then update the lists in table U to maintain its integrity.
It can be proved that C+〈X〉 correctly creates and up-
dates monitor states according to the received event. The
proof can be easily derived from the proof for algorithm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitted here. We next use an example
run, illustrated in Table 1, to show how C+〈X〉 works. In
Table 1, we show the contents of ∆ and U after every event
(given in the first row of the table) is processed. The ob-
served trace is update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉. We assume that create coll is the
only creation event. For the time being we make abstrac-
tion of the particular property being monitored (e.g., the
one in Fig 1); hence, we assume that monitor states are
Event update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉
∆ ∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈i1〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Table 1. Sample run of C+〈X〉. The first row gives the received events; the second and the third
rows give the content of ∆ and U , respectively, after every event is processed. Monitor states are
represented symbolically in the table, e.g., σ(i, create coll) represents the state after a monitor
processes event create coll.
instantiates a finite number of parameters, which is always
the case in practice.
Figure 3 sh ws the algorithm C+〈X〉 for online monitor-
ing of p rametric proper y ΛX.P , given t atM is a m nitor
for P . The lgorithm shows which actions to perform, e.g.,
creating a new onitor state and/or updating the state of
related monitors, w en an vent is received. It is a slightly
different variant of algorithm C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and motivated by experience wi h imple enting nd
evaluating C〈X〉, mainly by the follow observation: one
often choos s to starting mo itoring a the witn ss of a spe-
cific set of events (ins ead of monitoring from the beginning
of the progr m). F r exampl , wh n we o i or th prop-
erty in Fig re 1, we can c oose to start monitori g a pair
of m and c bjects, (m1, c1), only whe a create coll vent
is rec ived, ig oring all the update map〈m1〉 ve ts b fore
the cre tion. We c ll such vents that l d to crea ion of
ew monitor st tes (mo itor) cr ation events. Algo ithm
C+〈X〉 extends C〈X〉 in [7] to supp rt creati n e s. It
is easy to see that C〈X〉 can be r gar ed as a sp cial ca e
of C+〈X〉, when all t events are creation events.
Two mappings are used this algorithm: ∆ a d U .
∆ stor s e monitor st tes for paramet r instances an U
maps a parame er instance θ to all the parameter instances
that have been defined and are properly more informative
than θ. I wh t follow , “ e mon tor state f θ” is used
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate reading in some contexts, and,
accordingly, “to creat a parameter inst nce θ” and “ o cre-
te a mo itor stat for parameter instanc θ”have he same
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When pa am tric event 〈θ〉 is received, he alg rithm
first checks whethe θ has bee encountered yet by c cking
if its c rr sponding mo itor state, i.e., ∆(θ), is defined(line
1 in main). If θ is encountere for the first ti e, new param-
et r inst nces may eed to be cr at . In such a cas , we
first try to lo ate t maximum parameter instance (θm)
which is less inf rmat ve tha θ and for which a onitor
state has been created (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
is found, its monitor state is used to initialize the monitor
state for θ (lines 7 and 8 in main); otherwise, a new moni-
tor state is created for θ only if e is a creation event (lines
9 nd 10 in main). Also, n w para eter instances can be
created by combi ing θ with exist ng parameter nstances
that are compatible with θ, i.e., y do not ave conflicting
parameter bindings. An observation here is tha if parame-
ter instance θcomp has been created and is comp tibl with
θ then θcomp can be found in U(θm) for some θm ! θ ac-
cording to th definition of U . Therefore, alg rithm C+〈X〉
searches through all th θm ! θ to find ll possible θcomp,
ex mining wheth r a y new para eter instance should be
created (lines 12 to 17 main).
If θ h s b en seen before, r otherwise after a l the new
mo itor s ates have be n creat d/ i ialized as explained
above, algorithm C+〈X〉 invokes all the monitors that need
to process e, namely, those whose corresponding parameter
inst nces are mor i forma ive than r qual to θ (lines
20 to 22 in main). The updat s also make use of the lists
stored n U . The e are tw auxiliary functions: d fineNew
and d fi eT . The former initializes a new monitor state
for the input paramete ins ance and e latter cr ates a
mon tor s ate for the first inp t p rameter instance using
the m nitor state for the second instance. Both fu ctions
the update th lists in tab e U to maintai its in egrity.
It can be proved h t C+〈X〉 correctly crea s and up-
dates moni r states acc r i g o the received event. The
proof can be e sily der ved from the proof for algor thm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitted here. We ext use an example
run, illustrat in Table 1, to show how C+〈X〉 works. In
Table 1, we sh w he co tents of ∆ and U aft r every event
(given in the first row o th able) is pr cessed. The ob-
served trace is upd te map〈 1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 create i er〈c1, i1〉. We assume that create coll is the
only cre tion event. For the time being w make abstrac-
tio of th particular pr perty being monitored (e.g., the
one in Fig 1); hence, we assume that monitor states a
Event update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉
∆ ∅ 〈m1, c 〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1 i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c 〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c 〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c 〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉 〈m2 2〉
〉:〈m , c1〉
〈c1〉: m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉: m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈i1〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈 1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Table 1. Sample run of C+〈X〉. The first row gives the receiv d events; second and the third
rows give the content of ∆ and U , resp ctively, after ev ry vent is processed. Monitor states are
represented symbolically in the tabl , .g., σ(i, creat coll) represents the s ate after a monitor
ocesses event cr at coll.
i stantiates finite number of p rameters, which is always
the case in practice.
Figure 3 shows the algorith C+〈X〉 for online monito -
ing of parametr c property ΛX.P , given thatM is a monitor
for P . The algori hm sh ws which actions to p rform, e.g.,
creating a new monitor state and/or updating the state of
r lated mo itors, when an event is received. It is a slightly
diffe ent variant of algorithm C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and motivated by experience with implementing and
eva uating C〈X〉, mainly by the foll wing obse vation: on
often chooses to starting monit ring at the witness of a spe-
cific set of events (instead of mon tori from the beginning
of the program). For example, when we monitor the prop-
erty in Figure 1, we ca choose to start monitoring on a pair
of m and c objects, (m1, c1), on y when a create coll event
is received, ignoring all the updat map〈m1〉 even s before
the creation. We ca l such ev n s that lead to creation of
new monitor states (monitor) creation even s. Algorithm
C+〈X〉 extends C〈X〉 in [7] to suppor creation events. It
is easy to s e th t C〈X〉 can be reg rded as a special case
of C+〈X〉, when all the are creation events.
Two mappings are used in this algorithm: ∆ a d U .
∆ stores the monitor states for p rameter insta ces and U
maps a parameter inst nce θ to all th paramet r instances
that have been d fined and are properly more i form ive
than θ. In what follows, “the monitor state for θ” is used
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate r ading in some con exts, and,
accordingly, “to create a parameter instance θ” and “to cre-
ate a moni o sta e for par me er instance θ”have the same
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When param tric vent e〈θ〉 is received, the algorithm
first checks whether θ has been encou tered yet by checking
if its c responding monitor stat , i.e., ∆(θ), is d fined(line
1 in main). If θ is encount red for the first time, new pa am-
et r instances may need to be reated. In such a case, we
first try to locate the maximum parameter instance (θm)
which is less informative t an θ and for which a monitor
state has been created (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
is found, it monitor stat is used to initialize the monitor
state for θ (lines 7 and 8 in main); therwise, a new moni-
t state is created for θ only if e is a creation event (lines
9 and 10 in m in). Also, new parameter instances can be
created by combining θ with existing parameter instances
that are compatible wi h θ, i.e., they do not have conflicting
paramet bindings. An observation here is that if parame-
ter instance θcomp ha been creat d and is compatible with
θ the θcomp can be found in U(θm) for some θm ! θ ac-
cording to the d finition f U . Therefore, algorithm C+〈X〉
searches through all the θm ! θ to find all possible θcomp,
examining whether a y new parameter instance should be
created (lines 12 to 17 in main).
If θ has been seen before, or other ise after all the new
monitor states have been created/initialized as explained
above, algorithm C+〈X〉 invokes all the monitors that need
to process e, namely, those whose corresponding parameter
instances are more informa ive tha or equal to θ (lines
20 to 22 in main). Th pdates also make use of the lists
stored in U . There are two auxiliary functions: defineNew
and defi eTo. The former i itializes a new monitor state
for the input parameter instance and the latter creates a
monitor sta e for th first input parameter instance using
the monitor state for the second instance. Both functions
then update he lists in table U to maintain its integrity.
It can be prov d that C+〈X〉 correctly creates and up-
dates mo itor states according to the received event. The
proof can be easily derived from e proof for algorithm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitted her . We next use an example
run, illustrated in Table 1, to show how C+〈X〉 works. In
Table 1, we show the contents of ∆ a d U after every event
(given in the first row of the tabl ) is processed. The ob-
s rved trace is update ap〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉. We assume that create coll is the
only creation ev nt. For the time being we make abstrac-
tion f the particular pr perty being monitored (e.g., the
one in Fig 1); ence, we assum that monitor states are
Event update map〈m1〉 reate coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈 1, i1〉
∆ ∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, re coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
2 2 :σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
2 2 :σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉〈 〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c 〉:〈 1, c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1 c1〉, 〈m2 c2〉
〈m1〉:〈 1 c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1 c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1〉:〈 1, c1〉, 〈 1, c1, i1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈 2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈i1〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Tab e 1 Sample run of C+〈X〉. Th first row giv s the receiv d even s; the s cond nd the third
row giv th ontent of ∆ and U , spectively, aft r e ry vent is process . Monitor states are
represen ed symbolic lly in the table, e.g., σ(i, create coll) repr e ts he t t af r monitor
pr cesses event creat coll.
inst ntiates a finite number of parameters, which is always
th c s in pr ctic .
Figure 3 shows th algorithm C+〈X〉 for online m nitor-
ing of parametric p ope ty ΛX.P , given thatM is a monitor
f r P . The algo ithm shows whic a ions to perf rm, e. .,
cr ating a new monitor stat and/or updating the state of
r lat d i s, wh n a event is r ceived. I is a slightly
differe t aria t of algorithm C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is ju -
ified and motivated by experience wi imple enti g a d
evaluating C〈X〉, mai ly by the following observation: one
often chooses t starting o itori g at the wi ness of a spe-
cific et f eve ts (instead of monitoring from the b ginning
f th progra ). For exampl , whe we monitor the prop-
e ty in Figure 1, we can choose o start monitoring on a pai
of m and c obje ts, (m1, c1), only whe a create coll vent
is received, ignoring all the update ap〈m1〉 events before
t creatio . We call such events that l ad t c ation of
new monitor states (mon t r) cr ti n ev nt . Algorithm
C+〈X〉 ex ends C〈X〉 in [7] to support creation events. It
is easy to s e that C〈X〉 can be regarde as a pecial c s
of C+〈X〉, when ll the ev nts are cre tion event .
Two mappings are used in this algorithm: ∆ nd U .
∆ stor s the monitor states for p ra eter in nces a d U
maps a parame er i sta ce θ to all the parameter instances
that hav been d fi ed and are p operly more informa ive
than θ. In what follows, “the monitor state for θ” is us d
to refer o ∆(θ) to facili ate eading in some cont xts, and,
c ordingly, “to cre te parameter ins ance θ” “to cr -
monitor state for para eter instance θ”hav the same
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When parametric event e〈θ〉 is received the algori hm
first checks wheth r θ has been encountered ye by checking
if its corr spo ding mo itor state, i.e., ∆(θ), is defi ed(lin
1 in ain). If θ is ncount ed for the first time, new param-
eter instances may need to b cre ted. In such a ase, we
first try to locate the maxi um parameter instance (θm)
which is less info m tive than θ and for wh ch a mo itor
tate has been created (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
i fou d, ts m nitor st te s used to initialize the monitor
st te for θ (lines 7 and 8 in ain); otherwise, a new moni-
tor state is created for θ only if e is a creation event (lines
9 and 10 in main). Also, ew parameter i stanc can be
cr ated by combining θ with xisti g parameter instances
tha are c mpa ibl with θ, .e., they do not have onflicting
parame er bindings. An obs rvation here is tha if parame-
i sta ce θcomp h s en created and is compatible with
θ then θcomp can be found in U(θm) for some θm ! θ ac-
cording t the definition of U . Therefore, algorithm C+〈X〉
searches through all the θm ! θ to find all possible θcomp,
ex mi ing whether any new parameter i stance should be
created (lines 12 to 17 in ain).
If θ has been seen before, or otherwise after all the new
onit ates hav been created/i itialized as explained
above, algorithm C+〈X〉 i vok s all the monitors that need
to process e, n mely, those w ose corr sponding parameter
ins ances a e m informative than or equal o θ (lines
20 t 22 in main). The upda es also make use of the lists
stor d i U . There r two auxiliary f nc ions: defineNew
and defin To. The former initializ s a new monitor state
for th i put p ramet r in t nce and the latter creates a
oni or stat for the first i pu parameter instance using
the monitor state for he seco d instance. Both functions
then upd te the li ts in table U to maintain its i tegrity.
It an be proved th t C+〈X〉 correctly creates and up-
at s m nitor stat s according o the receive event. The
p of can be easily deri from th proof for algorithm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitted re. We next use an example
run, illustrated in Tabl 1, to show how C+〈X〉 works. In
l , we the contents of ∆ and U after every event
(give i firs row of the table) is processed. The ob-
served race is updat m p〈m1〉 creat coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 cre t iter〈c1, i1〉. W assu e that create coll is the
only creation event. For the time being we make abstrac-
tion of the par icular property being monitored (e.g., the
on in Fig 1); hence, w assu e that monitor states are
Event update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈 , i1〉
∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create oll)〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c 〉:σ( , create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i create coll)
〈m , c1, i 〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c 〉〈m
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉
〈m1〉: m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈 2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m c , i1〉
〈 1〉:〈m , c1〉, 〈m , c , i 〉
〈c1〉:〈 , c1〉, 〈m , c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m , c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m , c2〉
〈i1〉:〈 , c2〉, 〈 , c2, i1〉
〈m , c1〉:〈m c1, i1〉
〈m , i1〉:〈m c1, i1〉
〈c , 1〉:〈m , c1, i1〉
l . p e run f C+〈X〉 Th fi t row gi s th ceived vents; the econd a d the third
ro s give t content of ∆ and U , r spectiv ly, after every ev nt is roc ssed. Monitor states are
represented ymbolically in the table, e.g., σ(i, create coll) represents the state after a monitor
processe event create col .
instantiates a finite number of parameters, which is always
the case in practice.
Figur 3 shows the algorithm C+〈X〉 for online monitor-
ing of pa ametric property ΛX.P , given thatM is a monitor
for P . The algori hm shows which actions to erform, e.g.,
creat g new monitor state and/ r updating the s ate of
rel ted monitor , when a event is received. It is a lightly
different variant of al o ithm C〈X〉 i [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and m tivat d by experience with implementing and
evalu ting C〈X〉, mainly by the f llowing observation: one
often chooses to starting onitoring at t e witness of a sp -
cifi set of events (instead of onitoring fro the begi ning
of the pr gram). F r xample, when we monitor the prop-
erty in Figur 1, we can c oose to start monitor ng on a pair
of m a d c obj c s, (m1, c1), only when a cr ate coll ev n
is rec iv d, ign ring all th upda e map〈m1〉 event efore
the cr ation. We call such hat l ad o reation of
new mo i o a s (moni or) cre tion vents. Algorithm
C+〈X〉 ext nds C〈X〉 in [7] to support cr tion events. It
is asy to se th t C〈X〉 can be r gard d as pecial case
of C+〈X〉, wh n ll the events are creat on events.
Two mappings are used i this algorithm: ∆ and U .
∆ stores the monitor states for parameter instances and U
maps a parameter instance θ to all the parameter instances
that have been defined and are properly more informative
than θ. In what follows, “the monitor state for θ” is used
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate reading in some contexts, and,
accordingly, “to create a parameter instance θ” and “to cre-
ate a monitor state for parameter instance θ”have the same
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When para etric ev nt e〈θ〉 is received, the alg ri m
first c ecks whether θ h s b en e cou tered yet by check g
if its corresponding monitor state, i.e., ∆(θ), is defined(line
1 in main). If θ is encountered for the first time, new param-
eter instances may need to be created. In such a case, we
first try to locate the maximum parameter instance (θm)
which is less informative than θ and for which a monitor
state has been created (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
is found, its monitor state is used to initialize the monitor
state for θ (lines 7 a d 8 in mai ); otherwise, a new mo i-
tor state is created for θ only if e is a c ation event (lin s
9 nd 10 in main). Al o, new parameter instances can be
cr a ed by combi ing θ with existing parameter instances
that are compatible with θ, i.e , they d not have conflicting
par meter bindings. An observation here is that f para e-
ter instance θco p has bee cre ted and is compatible with
θ then θcomp can be fou d in U(θ ) for some θm ! θ ac-
cording to the definition of U . Therefore, algorithm C+〈X〉
searches throug all the θm ! θ to find all possible θcomp,
examining whether any new parameter instance should be
created (lines 12 to 17 in main).
If θ h s been see before, or therwise fter all the new
moni r s ate have be n cre ted/i i ialized as expl ined
ab v , alg rithm C+〈X〉 vokes all the moni ors that need
to oc s e, namely, those whose c r ponding parameter
instances are more inform tive than or q al to θ (lines
20 to 22 in main). he upd tes als make use of the lists
stor d in U . There are two aux li ry funct ons: defin New
and defineTo. The former initi lizes new monitor state
for the input parameter instance and the latter creates a
monitor state for the first input parameter instance using
the monitor state for the second instance. Both functions
then update the lists in table U to maintain its integrity.
It can be proved that C+〈X〉 correctly creates and up-
dates monitor states according to the received event. The
proof can be easily derived from the proof for algorithm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitted here. We next use an example
run, illustrated in Table 1, to show how C+〈X〉 works. In
T ble 1, we show the con ents of ∆ and U af e every event
(given in the first row f he tabl ) is processed. The ob-
served trace is update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉. We assume that create coll is the
only creation event. For the time being we make abstrac-
tion of the particular property being monitored (e.g., the
one in Fig 1); hence, we assume that monitor states are
Event update ap〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 cr ate coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉
∆ ∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m , c1〉〈m1〉:〈 , c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m , c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1 , 2, c2〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
i1〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈 1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Table 1. Sampl run of C+〈X〉. The first row give the r ceiv d event ; the s co a d the third
rows gi the content of ∆ and U , respectively, after every event is processed. Monitor states are
r presented symbolically in the table, e.g., σ(i, create coll) repre nts the state after a monitor
processes event create coll.
instantiates a finite number of parameters, which is always
he case in practice.
Figure 3 shows the algorithm C+〈X〉 for online monitor-
ing of parametric property Λ .P , given thatM is a mo itor
for P . The algorithm shows which act ons t perform, e.g.,
cre ting a new onitor st te a d/ r updating the state of
rela ed monitor , whe an event is received. I is a slightly
different variant of algorithm C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is ju -
tified and motivated by exper ence with i pleme ting and
eva uating C〈X〉, ma nly by e follow ng observation: ne
often chooses to start m nito ing a the witness of a spe-
cific set of ev ts (i s ad of monitori g fr m the ginning
of the program). For example, when we mo it r the prop-
ert in Figure 1, we can cho se to start monito i g on a pair
of m an c obj cts, (m1, c1), only when a create coll event
is received, ign ring al th upd te map〈m1〉 events before
the rea ion. We call suc even s that lead t cr atio f
new m nitor ta es (mon t r) crea i ve ts. Algori h
C+〈X〉 extends C〈 〉 in [7] to support creat o events. It
is easy to see th C〈X〉 can be g r ed as sp c al c se
of C+〈X〉, when ll th ev n s ar creation ev nts.
Two mappings are u ed in is algorithm: ∆ and U .
∆ stores the oni s ates f r parameter i stance nd U
m ps a par meter inst nce θ to ll the parameter instances
th t have been d fined and are properly ore inform tiv
than θ. In hat follows, “the monitor state for θ” is used
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate reading in some contexts, and,
accordingly, “to cr ate a parameter instance θ” and “to cre-
ate a monitor state for pa ameter instance θ”hav the same
meaning: t define ∆(θ).
When parametric event e〈θ〉 is received, the algorithm
first checks whether θ ha b en encountered yet by checking
if its corresponding monit r s ate, i. ., ∆(θ), is defined(lin
1 in mai ). If θ is encounter d for the first time, new param-
eter in ta ces may need to be creat d. In such a case, we
first try to loca e the m ximum parameter instance (θm)
which is less infor ative th n θ and for which a monit r
state has been created (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
is found, its monitor state is used to initialize the monitor
s ate for θ (lines 7 and 8 in main); otherwise, a new moni-
tor state is created for θ only if e is a cr ation event (lines
9 and 10 in main). Also, new p rameter insta ces can be
created by combi ing θ with xisting parameter instances
that are compatible with , i.e., they do not h ve conflicting
param t r bindings. An observation h re is that if parame-
ter i stance θcomp has bee created and is compatible with
θ then θcomp can b found i U(θm) for s me θm ! θ ac-
cording to the definition of U . Therefore, algorithm C+〈X〉
searches through all the θm ! θ to find all possible θcomp,
xamining w th ny new parameter instanc should be
cre t (lines 12 to 17 in main).
If θ ha been seen before, or o herwise after all the new
monit states have b n cre ed/initia ized s explained
ab ve, algori m C+〈X〉 invokes all the monitors that need
t process e, namely, tho w ose corre pondi g parameter
instances are more informative th or equal to θ (lines
20 to 22 main). The updates als make u e of the lists
st red i U . There ar tw auxiliary function : defineNew
and fineTo. The former i tializes a new monitor state
for the input pa am er inst nc and the lat er creates a
onitor state for the fi st inp t p rameter instance using
he m i or st te fo the second insta ce. Both functions
hen update t e lists in table U t maintai its integrity.
It can be proved that C+〈X〉 correctly creates and up-
dates monitor states according to the received event. The
pro f can be easily derived f om the proof for algorithm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitted here. We next use an example
run, illustrated in Table 1, to show how C+〈X〉 works. In
Table 1, we show the contents of ∆ and U after every event
(given i the first row of the table) is process d. The ob-
served trace is upd te ap〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉. We assume that cr ate coll is the
only cr ation event. For th ime b ing we mak abstrac-
ti of the particular prop rty being monitored (e.g., the
one in Fig 1); hence, w assume hat monitor states are
Event update map〈 1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉
∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, cr a e coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, 2〉:σ(i, create oll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, 2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1 :σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1 1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1 1〉, 〈m2, 2〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m 1〉, 〈m2, 2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈 1〉:〈m , c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈 〉:〈m , c1〉 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m , c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m , c2〉
〈i1〉:〈m , c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m , c1〉:〈m , c1, i1〉
〈m , i1〉:〈m , c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
a le 1. Sample run of C+〈X〉. The first row gives the received events; the second and the third
ro s give the content of ∆ and U , respectively, after every event is processed. Monitor states are
represented sy bolically in the table, e.g., σ(i, create coll) r presents the state after a monitor
processes event crea c ll.
instantiates a finite number of parameters, which is always
the case in practice.
Figu e 3 shows the algori C+〈X〉 for online onitor-
ing f parametric property ΛX.P , given thatM is a monitor
for P . The algorithm shows which actions to perform, e.g.,
creating a new onitor state and/or updating the state of
related monitors, when an event is received. It is a slightly
different variant of algorithm C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and motivated by experience with implementing and
evaluating C〈X〉, mainly by the following observation: one
often chooses to starting monitoring at the witness of a spe-
cific set of events (instead of monitoring from the beginning
of the program). For example, when we m nitor the prop-
erty in Figure 1, we c n choose to start monitoring on a pair
of m and c objects, (m1, c1), only when a create coll ev nt
is re ived, ignoring all the upda e map〈m1〉 e nts before
the creation. We call such events that l ad to cr ation of
new monitor tates (monitor) creation ve ts. Algorith
C+〈X〉 extends C〈X〉 in [7] to support creation eve ts. It
is asy to see th t 〈 〉 can be regarded as a pecial case
of C+〈X〉, when all the events are creation events.
Two mappings are used in this algorithm: ∆ and U .
∆ stores the monitor state for parameter instances U
maps aram t r instance θ to all the parameter instances
that ave b en defin d and ar properly re i formativ
tha θ. In wh t follows, “ he mo i r s ate for θ” is u ed
t r fer t ∆(θ) to fac itate ea ing in some cont xts, and,
accordingly, “t create a parameter instance θ” a d “to cre-
ate monito state for paramet r in t ce θ”have the sam
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When parametric event e〈 〉 is r ceived, the algorithm
first checks whether θ has been encountered yet by checking
if its corresponding monitor state, i.e., ∆(θ), is defined(line
1 in main). If θ is encountered for the first time, new param-
eter instances may need to be created. In such a case, we
first try to locate the maximum parameter instance (θm)
which is less informative than θ and for which a monitor
state ha been created (l nes 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
s found, its monitor stat is used to initialize the monitor
st for θ (li es 7 and 8 in ain); otherwise, a new moni-
tor state is created for θ only if e is a creation event (lines
9 and 10 in main). Also, new parameter instances can be
created by combining θ with existing parameter instances
that are compatible with θ, i.e., they do not have conflicting
parameter bindings. An observation here is that if parame-
ter instance θc p has been created and is compatible with
θ then θcomp can be found in U(θm) for some θm ! θ ac-
cording to the definition of U . Therefore, algorith C+〈X〉
searches through all the θm ! θ to find all possible θcomp,
exa ining whether any new parameter instance should be
created (lines 12 to 17 in main).
If θ has been seen before, or otherwise fter a l the new
mo it r tes have been creat d/initialized as explained
ab v , algorithm C+〈X〉 invokes all the monito s that need
t process e, namely, those whose c r sponding parameter
instances re more infor ative than or equal to θ (lines
20 to 22 in main). The up ates also make use of the lists
stored in U . Ther are two auxili ry functions: defineNew
and defineTo. he former initializes a ew monitor state
for the i put parameter instance and the latter crea es a
m itor state for he fi st input p rameter instance u ing
the monitor state for the second instance. Bo h funct ons
t e update the lis s in able U to m intain its i tegrity.
I can be pr ved th t C+〈X〉 correctly creates and up-
date monitor states according to the receiv d vent. The
proof c n b asily d rive from t proof for algorit m
C〈X〉 in [7] a d is omitted r . We n xt use an example
ru , illustrate in Table 1, to how ow C+〈X〉 works. In
Table 1, we show th contents of ∆ and U after ev ry event
(given in the first ro of the table) is proc ssed. The ob-
served trace is update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉. We assume that create coll is the
only creation event. For the ti e being we make abstrac-
tion of the particular property being monitored (e.g., the
one in Fig 1); hence, we assume that monitor states are
Event update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉
∆ ∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m , c1〉〈m1〉:〈 , c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m , c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉
〈 1〉:〈 1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈 2 :〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉 〈m1, c1, i1〉
c1〉:〈m1, c1〉 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
i1〉:〈m2, c2〉 2, 2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈 1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m , c1, i1〉
Table 1. Sample run of C+〈X〉. The first row gives the received events; the second and the third
rows give the content of ∆ and U , respectively, after every event is processed. Monitor states are
represented symbolically in the table, e.g., σ(i, create coll) represents the state after a monitor
processes event create coll.
instan iates a finite numb r of paramete s, which is always
the cas in pract ce.
Figure 3 shows the algorithm C+〈X〉 for nline m nitor-
ing of arametric property ΛX.P , g ven thatM is a monitor
for P . The algorit m shows w ich actions to perform, e.g.,
creating a new mo itor state and/or updating the st e of
related monitors, w en an e ent is r ceived. It is a slightly
different vari t of lgorithm C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and motivated by experience with implem nting and
evaluating C〈X〉, mainly by the following observation: one
often choos s to starting nitoring at th witness of a spe-
cific se of vents (i s ad of onitoring from the b gin ing
of the program). F r example, w en w m it r t e prop-
erty in Figur 1, we can cho se o start i on a pair
of m a d c bjects, ( 1, c1), nly when a create coll ev t
is received, ignoring all th u date map〈m1〉 events b fo
the c eation. W call such even s that lead to c eation of
ew moni or states (monitor) crea ion eve ts. Algorithm
C+〈X〉 exten s in [7] to s port creation vents. It
is easy to s e tha C〈X〉 can be garded as a special case
of C+〈X〉, when all the events are creation events.
Two mappings are used in this algorithm: ∆ and U .
∆ stores the monitor states for parameter instances and U
maps a parameter instance θ to all the parameter instances
that have been defined and are properly more informative
than θ. In what follows, “the monitor state for θ” is used
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate reading in so e contexts, and,
accordingly, “to create a parameter instance θ” and “to cre-
ate a monitor state for parameter instance θ”have the sa e
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When p ram tric eve t e〈θ〉 is rec ived, he algorithm
first checks whether θ has been encountered y t by checking
i its corresponding monitor s a i. ., ∆(θ), i defined(line
1 in main). If θ is en ountered for t e first tim , new par m-
eter ins ances may need to be crea ed. In such a case, we
first try to locate the maximum p ra eter instance (θ )
which is less info ative than θ and for which a monitor
tat has been created (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
is found, its monitor state is used to initialize the monitor
state for θ (lines 7 and 8 in mai ); otherwis , a new moni-
tor state is cr ated for θ only if e is a cre tion event (lines
9 and 10 in mai ). Also, new parameter instances can be
created by combining θ with existi g parameter insta ces
that are compatible with θ, i.e., th y do not have conflicting
parameter bindings. An observation ere is that if parame-
ter instance θco p has been created nd is compatible with
θ then θcomp ca be fou d in U(θ ) for so e θm ! θ ac-
cording to the efi ition f U . Th refore, algorithm C+〈X〉
s arches through all the θm ! θ to fi d all possible θcomp,
exami ing whether any ew para ter in tan should be
created (lines 12 to 17 i main).
If θ h bee s befor , or otherwise after ll the new
monit states have bee crea ed/init alized as explained
above, alg rithm C+〈X〉 invokes all the monitors that need
to process e, nam ly, thos se cor esponding parameter
insta ces are more informative than or equal to θ (li s
20 to 22 in main). The updates also make use of the lists
stored in U . There are two auxiliary functions: defineNew
and defineTo. The former initializes a new monitor state
for the input para eter instance and the latter creates a
onitor state for the first input parameter instance using
the monitor state for the second instance. Both functions
then update the lists in table U to maintain its integrity.
It can be proved that C+〈X〉 correctly creates and up-
dates monitor states according to the received event. The
proof can be easily d rived from the proof for algorithm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitted here. We next use an example
run, illustrated in Table 1, to show how C+〈X〉 works. In
Table 1, we s ow th contents of ∆ and U after every event
(given in the first ow of the table) is pro essed. The ob-
served trace is update map〈m1〉 cr ate coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 creat iter〈c1, i1〉. W assume that creat coll is the
only creati n event. For the time being w make abstrac-
tion of the particular property eing monitored (e.g., the
one in Fig 1); hence, we assu e that mo itor states are
Event update map〈m1〉 create coll〈 1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 reate iter〈c1, i1〉
∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, reate coll)
〈m2, 2〉:σ(i, reate coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, cr a coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉
〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c 〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m , c1〉, 〈m2, 2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〉:〈m , c1〉, 〈 1, c1, i1〉
〈c 〉:〈m , c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〉:〈m , c2〉
〈c 〉:〈 , c2〉
〈i1〉:〈m , c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m , c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m , i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
able 1. Sample run of C+〈X〉. The first row gives the received vents; th s co d and t e third
ro s give the content of ∆ and U , respectively, after ev ry event is processed. Monitor stat s are
represented symbolically in the tab e, e.g., σ(i, creat coll) repres nts the state after a monitor
processes event create coll.
instantia es a finite umber of param ters, which is always
the case in practice.
Figure 3 shows th l orithm C+〈X〉 for o line monitor-
ing of parametric property ΛX.P , given t a M is a monit r
for P . The algorithm shows which action to perform, e.g.,
creating a new onitor state and/or updating the state of
related monitors, when an eve is received. It is a slightly
different variant of algorithm C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and motivated by experience with implementing and
evaluating C〈X〉, mainly by the following observation: one
often chooses to starting m nitoring at he witness of a spe-
cific set of events (instead of monitoring fro the beginni g
of the program). F r example, when we m nitor the prop-
erty in Figure 1, we can choose to start monitoring on a pair
of m and c objects, ( 1, c1), only when a cr ate co l ev nt
is rec ived, ignoring all th upda m p〈m1〉 e e before
the creati n. W call such events hat ad to creation of
new monitor tates (monitor) creation ve ts. Algorithm
C+〈X〉 extends C〈X〉 in [7] to support cre tion v nts. It
is easy to see th t C〈X〉 can b reg rded as pecial case
of C+〈X〉, when all the events ar crea ion events.
Two appings are used in this algorithm: ∆ and U .
∆ stores the monitor at for pa ameter instances and U
maps a para eter inst nce θ to all the p ram r instances
that hav bee defi d nd ar roperly more informativ
than θ. In wh t follows, “th moni state for θ” s used
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate readi g in s me c n xts, and,
acc rdi gly, “to cre te a parameter in a c θ” “to cr -
ate a monitor s ate or parameter i stanc θ”hav the same
eaning: to defi e ∆(θ).
Whe para etric eve t e〈θ〉 is received, h algorithm
first checks whether θ has been encountered yet by checking
if its correspo ding monitor state, i.e., ∆(θ), is defined(line
1 in main). If θ is encountered for the first time, new param-
eter instances may n ed to be created. In such a case, we
first try to locate the maxi um param ter instance (θm)
which is less informative than θ and for which a mo itor
state h s been crea ed (lines 2 to 6 in mai ). If such θm
is found, its monitor state is used to initialize th monitor
state for θ (lines 7 and 8 in mai ); otherwise, a new moni-
tor state is cre ted for θ only if is a creati event (lines
9 and 10 n main). Also, new parameter instances c n be
created by combining θ with existing parame er in a ces
that are co patible wi h θ, i.e., they do not have conflicting
parameter bindings. An observatio here is that if param -
ter instance θcomp has been cr ated and is compatible with
θ then θcomp can be fou d in U(θm) for some θm ! θ ac-
cording to the definition of U . Therefore, algorithm C+〈X〉
searches through all the θm ! θ to find all possible θcomp,
examin g whether any new parameter instance should be
crea ed (lines 12 to 17 in mai ).
If θ has been see before, or oth rwise ft r a l the new
mo i or s at s h ve been crea d/initializ d as expla ed
ab v , algorithm C+〈X〉 invokes all the mon t s that need
o process e, namely, tho e whose c r spond ng paramet r
instances are more informative than or equal to θ (li es
20 to 22 in main). The updates lso make use of the lists
stored in U . There ar two auxili ry functions: defineNe
and defineTo. The former initializes a new monitor state
for the input parame er in t nc nd th lat er cr ates a
mo itor stat for the first inp t ar e using
the onitor tate for the sec nd instance. Both functions
then upd te he li s i able U o m intai its integrity.
I can be proved that C+〈X〉 co rec ly creates and up-
dat m nitor s ates accordi g to h rec iv event. The
proof ca be easily derived from the proof f alg rithm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitted her . We next use n exampl
run, illustrated in Tabl 1, to show ow C+〈X〉 wo ks. In
Table 1, w show the cont nts of ∆ an U af r very even
(given in the first row of the tabl ) is processed. The b-
erved trace is update map〈m1〉 create coll〈 1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉. We ssume that creat coll is the
only reation event. For the tim being we ake abstrac-
tion of the particular property being monitor d (e.g., the
one in Fig 1); hence, we assume that monitor states re
Event update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 creat i r〈c1, i1〉
∆ ∅ , c1〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
1 :σ(i, create coll)
〈 2, c 〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈 1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create oll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉〈m1〉:〈m , c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m , c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c 〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉: m1, c1〉
〈 2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c 〉, 〈m2, c 〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈 1〉:〈m1, , 〈 1, c1, i1〉
c1〉:〈m1, c 〉 〈 1, 1, i1〉
〈 2〉:〈m2, c 〉
c2〉:〈 2, c 〉
i1〉:〈m2, c2〉 〈m2 c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈 1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m , c1, i1〉
Tabl 1. Sample run f C+〈X〉. The first row giv s th received ev nt ; the s co a d t third
rows give the co tent of ∆ and U , respectively, after eve y event is process d. Monitor states are
represented symbolically in the table, e.g., σ(i, creat coll) repr s nts the state aft r a monitor
processes event create coll.
instantiates a finite number of parameters, which is always
the case in practice.
Figure 3 shows the algorithm C+〈X〉 for online m n or-
ing of para etric property ΛX.P , given thatM is a monitor
for P . The algorithm shows which cti s to perform, .g.,
creating new monitor stat nd/or updating t f
related mo itors, when an eve t is rece ved. I is a slightly
different variant f algorithm C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and motivated by xperience with impl entin a d
evaluating C〈X〉, mainly by the following observation: o
often chooses to starting monitoring at he witness of a pe-
cific set of events (instead f monitoring fro the beginning
of the program). For ex pl , when we o itor the prop-
erty in Figure 1, we can ch se to start monitoring on a pair
of m and c objects, ( 1, c1), only he a reate coll even
is received, ignoring all th upd e map〈m1〉 events before
the creation. We call su h ev n s h t lead to cre ion of
new monitor sta es (moni r) cr a ion eve ts. Algorithm
C+〈X〉 extends 〈 〉 in [7] to supp rt creati n eve s. It
is easy to see that C〈X〉 ca be gard d s a sp cial c s
of C+〈X〉, when all the events ar cr tion vents.
Two mappings are used in thi lgorithm: ∆ an U .
∆ stores the monitor sta es f r param ter i s a ce a d U
maps a p rameter i stance θ to all the p r meter i st nc s
that have been defined nd are properly more informativ
than θ. In what follows, “the monitor state for θ” is us d
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate reading in some contexts, and,
accordingly, “to create a parameter instance θ” an “to cre-
ate a monitor state for param ter inst nce θ”h ve the same
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When parametric event e〈θ〉 is received, the algorithm
first checks whether θ as been encountered y t by checki g
if its correspondi g monitor t te, i. ., ∆(θ), is defi ed(line
1 in main). If θ is encounte ed f r the first t me, new param-
eter instances may need to b created. I such a cas , we
first try to locate the maximum p ram ter instance (θm)
which is less informa ive than θ and for which a monitor
state has been cre ted (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
is found, its monitor state used to initialize the monitor
state for θ (lines 7 and 8 in main); otherwi , a ne moni-
tor state s created for θ only if e is a creatio event (lin s
9 and 10 n main). Also, new parameter instances can be
cr ted by c mbining θ with xisting parameter instances
tha are co pa ibl wi θ, i.e., they do no have confl cting
para eter bi dings. An observ tion here is that if parame-
er in tance θcomp h s be n c eated a is co patibl with
θ t en θcomp can b fou d in U(θm) for ome θ θ a -
co ding to the defini ion of U . Therefore, algor thm C+〈X〉
searches through all the θm ! θ to find all possible θcomp,
ex mining wh ther ny new param t r instance sh uld be
cr ated (l es 12 to 17 in main).
If θ ha be n se before, or o erwise aft r ll the new
moni st e have been crea d/ nit alized s explained
bove, alg rithm C+〈X〉 inv k all the mo it rs hat eed
to proce s , na ely, tho e w e corr sponding p a eter
instances ar more i f rm tive tha qual o θ (lin s
20 to 22 in mai ). Th upd tes also make us of the lists
stored in U . There are two auxiliary functions: defineNew
d defineTo. he f er initializ s a new mo it r sta e
for the input parameter i s a ce a d the l tter c ea es a
onitor stat for the fir input aram er insta ce using
the mo i o sta e for the second i s a ce. Both functions
hen update the lists in table U to main ain ts i tegrity.
It can be proved that C+〈X〉 correctly cr ates and up-
da s monitor states ac ording to the received event. The
proof can be easily derived from th proof for algorithm
C〈X〉 in [7] and is omitted here. We next u e an example
run, illustrated in Table 1, to show h w C+〈X〉 works. In
Table 1, w show e contents of ∆ and U after every event
(giv n in the first row of the ta le) is processed. The ob-
served trac is update map〈m1〉 crea e coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll
〈m2, c2〉 create ite 〈c1, i1〉. We as ume hat c eate coll is the
o ly creation event. For the time be ng we make abstrac-
tion of the particular property bei g monitored (e.g., the
one in Fig 1); hence, we assume that monitor states are
Event update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈 1, i1〉
∆ ∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, 1〉:σ(i, create coll)
2, 2 :σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
2, 2 :σ(i, create coll
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m , c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 2 2
〈 1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 2 2 1 1, i1〉
〈 1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 1 , i1〉
c1〉:〈 1, c1〉, , i 〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
c2〉:〈 2, c2〉
i1〉:〈m2, c2〉 , i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈 1, c1, i 〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈 1, 1, i 〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, 〉
Tabl 1. Sampl ru of C+〈X〉. The first row gives th rec iv d nts; th seco a the third
rows give the co ent f ∆ and U , respe tively, ft r very event is proce sed. Monitor states are
r presented ymb lically in the t ble, e.g., σ(i, create coll) represents the s ate after a monitor
processes ev cre t coll.
instantiate finite nu ber of parameters, which is always
the case in pr ctice.
Figure 3 s ows the al o ithm C+〈X〉 for line monitor-
ing of para etric prope ty ΛX.P , given thatM is a moni
for P . The algorithm shows hich actions o per or , e.g.,
creating a new mon tor tate an / r upd ti g th tate f
relat d moni s, w en an even is r c ived. It i a slightly
different variant of alg rith C〈X〉 in [7]. C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and m tivat d by experienc wi h i plementing and
eval ating C〈X〉, mai ly by the f llowi bservat n: one
often cho ses to st rting mo itoring at h witness of spe-
cific set of ev nts (inst d of onitori g fr the begi ni g
of the pr gram). Fo example, when we monitor the pr p-
erty in Figure we c cho s to star m nitori g on pai
of m and c objects, (m1, c1) only wh a cr ate coll e nt
is received, ign ing ll th upd t map〈m1〉 e e ts bef r
the creation. We call such ev n s hat l d o cr ion of
n w monitor states (monito ) crea ion ev ts. Algorithm
C+〈X〉 ext nds in [7] to su port cre tion v n . I
is easy to s e tha C〈X〉 an be garded as pecial c s
of C+〈X〉, wh n all t e eve ts ar creation ev n s.
Two mapping re used in this algorith : ∆ and U .
∆ stor s the moni or st tes for parame er instances and U
maps a par meter ins ance θ to all the par eter instanc s
that have been defin d and are prope ly m re informative
than θ. In what follows, “the moni r state for θ” is used
to refer to ∆(θ) to facilitate reading in some cont xts, a d,
accordingly, “to create a par m ter instanc θ” and “to c e-
ate a moni or state f para eter i stance θ”h ve the same
meaning: to define ∆(θ).
When parametric ven e〈θ〉 is received, th lg rithm
first checks whe her θ a b en encoun red yet by checking
if its correspo ding m itor state, i.e., ∆(θ), is defined(lin
1 in main). If θ is encounter for he first time, n w param-
eter instanc s may n ed to be cr ated. In such a case, we
fir t try to locate t e maximum paramet r instance (θm)
which is less informative than θ and for which a monitor
s ate has be n creat d (lines 2 to 6 in main). If such θm
is found, its monitor state is used to i itialize the moni or
state for θ (lines 7 and 8 in main); othe wise, a new moni-
t r state is cre d fo θ o ly if e i reatio v n (lin s
9 and 10 in main). Also, ew p ra ter ins ces an be
created by combin g θ with xisting parameter instances
that ar comp ti l wit θ, i. ., t ey do not h ve c nflict ng
pa ameter bindings. An bserv ti n ere is tha if par me-
ter ins anc θcomp has been c eat d and is compatible with
θ then θcomp can be found in U(θm) for s me θm ! θ ac-
cording to the definition f U . Therefore, algorithm C+〈X〉
s arches through all the θm ! θ o fi d ll possible θc mp,
examining whether any new parameter instance should be
reat d (lines 12 t 17 in ain).
If θ ha been s befor , or otherwis afte ll the new
m n states ave b n cr a ed/initialized as explai ed
ab v , algorithm C+〈X〉 invokes all th m ni ors hat n d
to process e, n ely, hos w os corr sp nding ar m te
s ances are m re informative than r qu l to θ (li es
20 to 22 in main). The updates als make use of the lists
s red i U . There are w auxiliary f nct o s: defineNew
and defineTo. Th f rmer ini ializes a n w mo itor sta e
for the i put parame er instanc a d h latter cre es a
onitor state for t first inpu parame er instance using
the moni or state f r the second instance. Both functio s
h n updat the lis s in table U to maintain its integr y.
It can be pr ved that C+〈X〉 correctly creat s and up-
dates monitor states according t the r ceived event. The
proof can be easily derived fro the proof for algorithm
C〈X〉 i [7] and is mitted her . We next u a example
run, illustrated in Table 1, to show w C+〈X〉 works. In
Table 1, we sh w the conten s of ∆ an U af er very ev nt
( iven in the first row of he table) i processed. The ob-
s rv d trace is update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 creat coll
〈 2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉. We assu e that create coll is he
only creation ev n . F r time being we make abstr c-
tion of the particular property being monitored ( .g., the
one in Fig 1); hence, we assume that onitor states are
Figure 4. A Monitor Set (Parametric Monitor) with Corr -
sponding Parameter Instance Monitors.
this as everyth ng but the slice for 〈m1, c1, i2〉, which
match s the prop rty, is in th “?” (undec ded) ca gory.
For example, the trace for the binding 〈m1, c1〉 contains
create coll update map (the first and seventh events in the
trace) and the trace for the binding 〈m1, c1, i2〉 is create coll
create iter update map use iter (the first, fourth, seventh, and
eighth events in the trace).
Based on this observation, our approach creates a set of
monitor in tances duri g t e monitoring proc s, ea h han-
dling a trace slice for a parameter binding. Figure 4 shows the
set of monitors created for the trace in Figure 2, each monitor
labeled by the corr sp nding para et r binding. This way,
th mo itor does not need t ha dle the parameter inf -
mati n and can e ploy a y existing technique for ordinary,
non-parametr c traces, including state machi es and push-
down automata, providing a formalism-independent way to
check param tric pr perti s. W n an vent comes, our al-
r thm ill dispa ch it t r lated m nitors, whic will up-
date their states accordingly. For xample, the seventh event
i Figure 2, updat map〈m1〉, will b dispatched to on-
itors f r 〈m1, c1〉, 〈 1, c2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉, 〈m1, c1, i2〉, n
〈 1, c2, i3〉. New monit r i stanc s wi l b created if the
event contains new parameter i stances. For example, when
the third event in Figure 2, create iter〈c1, i1〉, is received, a
ne onitor will be created for 〈m1, c1, i1〉 by c mbining
〈m1, c1〉 i he firs eve with 〈c1, i1〉. Detailed discussion
bout the mo itori g lgorithm c n be found in S ction 4.
An algorith t build p rameter instances from o s rved
eve ts, like the one introduced i (9), may cr ate many useless
monitor inst nces lea ing prohibitive runtime overhea s.
For example, Figure 3 does not need to contain the binding
〈m1, c3, i4〉 even though it can be created by combining
t e parameter instances of update map〈m1〉 (t e seventh
event) and create iter〈c3, i4〉 (the tenth event). It is safe to
ignore this binding here because m1 is not the underlying
map for c3, i4. It is critical to minimize the number of
monitor instances created during monitoring. The advantage
is twofold: (1) that it reduces the needed memory space,
and (2), more important y, monitoring efficiency is improved
sin e fewer monitors are triggered for ach received event.
We p esent an effective solution in this paper to minimize
the created monitors, based on the concept of the enable set,
which is formally discussed in Section 5. An enable set is
constructed for each event, say e, defined for a particular
property. The enable set associated with e is a set of sets
of para eters. Each of these sets of parameters denotes
para eters that must have been seen before the arrival of
event e, for e to be acceptable by a monitor instance. Consider
the event update map, it may occur anywhere in a matching
trace, except for as the first event. Because the first event must
be create coll in a matching tra e, and because create coll
instantiates both m and c, one of the sets in the enable
s t for update map must b {m, c}. However, update map
may (in fact, must, to match the pa tern) occur after the
create iter event. Becaus create iter many not occur before
create coll we also have the set {m, c, i} in the enable
set for upda map. The final result for the enable set for
update map is thus: {{m, c}, {m, c, i}}. Therefore, when
update map〈m1〉 arrives (the seventh event), the instance
monitors for 〈m1, c1〉 and 〈m1, c2〉 must be updated because
they bind {m, c}, and the instance monitors for 〈m1, c1, i1〉,
〈m1, c1, i2〉, and 〈m1, c2, i3〉 must be updated because they
bind {m, c, i}, and have the sa e value for m (m1). In this
example all of the instances to update have alre dy been
reated by the time th event rriv , but it hould also be
ot d that no new instances ca be cr ated because at least
m and c must be bound before update map can occur.
It is worth mentioning that e may reduce the eeded
monitors using static p ogram nalysis, e.g., he o e intro-
duced in (5). How ver, such echniques are sed on the
program targeted for monitoring and lead to drawb cks in
practice: (1) it is a more complex and thus slower analysis and
(2) the analysis must be run for every target program, making
the a pr ach on-modul r. For example, if th property to
m nitor is related to some library, one will have to run the
a lysis for every program using the library, which can be
xp nsive, and ft n infeasibl . Th analysis needed by our
approach, on the other hand, is usually much quicker3, be-
cause properties tend to be muc smaller than the programs
they are designed to monitor. Moreover, our optimization
technique requires no additional analysis when used in a sit-
uatio , like for a libra y, where a property is checked for
3 The nalysis is upper bounded b the number f acyclic paths from the start
state/symbol through a finite state achine/c ntext fre grammar, because
convergence is achieved through one cycle. Finite state machines and context
free grammars for properties te d to be sma l.
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different programs, because the enable set is derived from the
property itself instead of the targeted program.
3. Background: Parametric Monitoring
In this section, we briefly introduce the semantics of para-
metric monitoring based on parametric trace slicing. More
details, including further formal definitions and proofs, can
be found in (9). We include only the core definitions here to
make this paper self-contained.
3.1 Events, Traces and Properties
Traces are sequences of events. Parametric events can carry
data-values, as instances of parameters. Parametric traces
are traces over parametric events. Properties are trace classi-
fiers, that is, mappings partitioning the space of traces into
categories (violating traces, validating traces, ? traces, etc.).
Parametric properties are parametric trace classifiers and pro-
vide, for each parameter instance, the category to which the
trace slice corresponding to that parameter instance belongs.
Trace slicing is defined as a reduct operation that forgets all
the events that are unrelated to the given parameter instance.
DEFINITION 1. Let E be a set of (non-parametric) events,
called base events or simply events. An E-trace, or simply a
(non-parametric) trace when E is understood, is any finite
sequence of events in E , that is, an element in E∗. If event
e ∈ E appears in trace w ∈ E∗ then we write e ∈ w.
For example, {create coll, create iter, use iter, update map}
is the set of events from Figure 1, and create coll create iter
use iter update map is a trace.
DEFINITION 2. An E-property P , or simply a (base or non-
parametric) property, is a function P : E∗ → C partitioning
the set of traces into categories C.
It is common, though not enforced, that C includes vali-
dating, violating, and don’t know (or ?) categories, possibly
with different names to capture the underlying intuition of
the logic (e.g., match, like for ERE and CFG). For example,
for the regular pattern in Figure 1, create coll create iter up-
date map use iter is a matching trace, create coll create iter is
a don’t know trace if the trace is not finished, and create coll
update map is a violating trace. In general, C, the co-domain
of P , can be any set (finite or infinite).
DEFINITION 3. Let X be a set of parameters and let V be
a set of corresponding parameter values (e.g., objects in
Java). If E is a set of events events (Definition 1), then let
E〈X〉 denote the set of corresponding parametric events
e〈θ〉, where e is a base event in E and θ is a parameter
instance, i.e., an element in [X ◦→V ], the set of partial maps
from X to V .⊥ is the empty partial map. A parametric trace
is a trace with events in E〈X〉, i.e., a word in E〈X〉∗.
For example, if X ={m, c, i} is a set of parameters (of
types {Map, Collection, Iterator}, respectively) and V =
{m1, c1, i1, i2}, then create coll〈m 7→ m1, c 7→ c1〉, cre-
ate iter〈c 7→ c1, i 7→ i1〉, and use iter〈i 7→ i1〉, are paramet-
ric events and create coll〈m 7→m1, c 7→ c1〉 create iter〈c 7→
c1, i 7→ i1〉 use iter〈i 7→ i1〉 is a parametric trace. In prac-
tice, a parametric event usually instantiates a specific set of
parameters, which are given in its event definition:
DEFINITION 4. Let X be a set of parameters. If E is a set
of base events like in Definition 1, we define a parametric
event definition, or event definition for short, as a function
DE : E → Pf (X), where Pf is “finite power set”, that
maps an event to a set of parameters that will be instantiated
by e at runtime. Parametric event e〈θ〉 is DE -consistent if
Dom(θ) = DE(e). Parametric trace τ is DE -consistent if
e〈θ〉 is DE -consistent for any e〈θ〉 ∈ τ .
The example in Figure 1 contains the parametric event def-
inition (create coll 7→ {m, c}, create iter 7→ {c, i}, use iter 7→
{i}, update map 7→ {m}). It states that two parameters,
namely, m and c, will be instantiated at runtime when a para-
metric event create coll〈θ〉 is received, etc. create coll〈m 7→
m1, c 7→c1〉 is therefore one of its instances. All the paramet-
ric traces used in the remaining of this paper are assumed to
follow certain given event definitions. Also, from here on we
simplify the representation of parametric instances by hiding
their domains when they are understood from the context. For
example, given the above parametric event definition, we use
create coll〈m1, c1〉 instead of create coll〈m 7→m1, c 7→ c1〉,
and 〈m1, c1〉 instead of 〈m 7→m1, c 7→c1〉.
DEFINITION 5. Parameter instance θ is compatible with pa-
rameter instance θ′ if for any parameter x ∈ Dom(θ) ∩
Dom(θ′), θ(x) = θ′(x). We can combine compatible param-
eter instances θ and θ′, written θ unionsq θ′, as follows:
(θ unionsq θ′)(x) =
 θ(x) when θ(x) definedθ′(x) when θ′(x) definedundefined otherwise
θ′ is less informative than θ, written θ′ v θ, if and only if for
any x ∈ X , if θ′(x) is defined then θ(x) is also defined and
θ′(x) = θ(x). v is a partial order.
With the notation above, 〈m1, c1〉 and 〈c1, i1〉 are com-
patible and 〈m1, c1〉 unionsq 〈c1, i1〉 = 〈m1, c1, i1〉. Logically, ⊥
is compatible with, and less informative than, all parameter
instances, because it does not bind any parameters.
DEFINITION 6. Given parametric trace τ ∈ E〈X〉∗ and θ
in [X ◦→ V ], we let the θ-trace slice τθ ∈ E∗ be the non-
parametric trace in E∗ defined as follows:
• θ= , where  is the empty trace/word, and
• (τ e〈θ′〉)θ=
{
(τθ) e when θ′ v θ
τθ when θ′ 6v θ
Therefore, the trace slice τθ first filters out all the para-
metric events that are not relevant for the instance θ, i.e.,
which contain instances of parameters that θ does not care
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about, and then, for the remaining events relevant to θ, it
forgets the parameters so that the trace can be checked
against base, non-parametric properties. Consider the para-
metric trace create coll〈m1, c1〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉 use iter〈i1〉
update map〈m1〉 create coll 〈m1, c2〉. The trace slice for
〈m1〉 is update map, for 〈m1, c1〉 is create coll update map,
for 〈m1, c2〉 is create coll, and for 〈m1, c1, i1〉 is create coll
create iter use iter update map.
This definition of trace slicing is designed specifically for
monitoring. Given a parametric property to monitor, the pa-
rameter set X used in the monitoring process is fixed accord-
ingly. In other words, the monitoring process extracts from
the observed execution a parametric trace containing only pa-
rameter bindings for parameters in X . Therefore, it is crucial
to discard parameter instances that are not relevant to θ dur-
ing the slicing, even including those more informative than θ,
because, otherwise, monitors for incompatible parameter in-
stances may interfere with one another, resulting in incorrect
monitoring. For example, if a monitor is created for 〈m1, c1〉,
it should not accept events containing information about i,
e.g., create iter〈c1, i1〉 and create iter〈c1, i2〉. Otherwise, in-
compatible parameter instances 〈m1, c1, i1〉 and 〈m1, c1, i2〉
would “interfere” with each other in the parameter instance
monitor for 〈m1, c1〉.
DEFINITION 7. Let X be a set of parameters with their
corresponding values V , like in Definition 3, and let P :
E∗ → C be a non-parametric property like in Definition
2. Then we define the parametric property ΛX.P as the
property (over traces E〈X〉∗ and categories [[X ◦→V ]→ C])
ΛX.P : E〈X〉∗ → [[X ◦→V ]→ C]
defined as (ΛX.P )(τ)(θ) = P (τθ).
ΛX.P is defined as if many instances of P are observed at
the same time on the parametric trace, one property instance
for each parameter instance, each property instance concerned
with its events only, dropping the unrelated ones.
It is worth noting that θ is a partial parameter binding and
ΛX.P is defined over traces that may not instantiate all the pa-
rameters in X . This makes it more expressive than the defini-
tion of parametric properties adopted by Tracematches (1; 2),
which only supports parametric regular expressions such that
all the parameters are instantiated whenever the pattern is
matched by a trace. For example, consider a property where
one wishes to match the start and possible use of a remote re-
source by a client. A regular expression to match this property
would be start〈resource〉 use〈client, resource〉∗. The trace
start〈resource1〉 should match the pattern, but it would not
be matched in Tracematches, because there is no instantiation
of the parameter client.
3.2 Parametric Monitors
We first define non-parametric monitors M as potentially
infinite-state variants of Moore machines; then we define
parametric monitors ΛX.M as monitors maintaining one
non-parametric monitor state per parameter instance.
DEFINITION 8. A monitor M is a tuple (S, E , C, ı, σ : S ×
E → S, γ : S → C), where S is a set of states, E is a set of
input events, C is a set of output categories, ı ∈ S is the initial
state, σ is the transition function, and γ is the output function.
The transition function is extended to σ : S × E∗ → S as
expected: σ(s, ) = s and σ(s, we) = σ(σ(s, w), e) for any
s ∈ S, e ∈ E , and w ∈ E∗.
The above notion of a monitor is rather conceptual. Actual
implementations of monitors need not generate all the state
space apriori, but on a “by need” basis. Allowing monitors
with infinitely many states is a necessity. Even though only
a finite number of states is reached during any given (finite)
execution trace, there is, in general, no bound on the number
of states. For example, monitors for context-free grammars
like the ones in (16) have potentially unbounded stacks as part
of their state. Also, as shown shortly, parametric monitors
have domains of functions as state spaces, which are infinite
as well. What is common to all monitors, though, is that
they can take a trace event-by-event and, as each event is
processed, classify the observed trace into a category. The
following is natural:
DEFINITION 9. M = (S, E , C, ı, σ, γ) is a monitor for prop-
erty P : E∗ → C iff ∀w ∈ E∗, γ(σ(ı, w)) = P (w).
We next define parametric monitors: starting with a base
monitor and a set of parameters, the corresponding parametric
monitor can be thought of as a set of base monitors running
in parallel, one for each parameter instance.
DEFINITION 10. Given parameters X with corresponding
values V and M = (S, E , C, ı, σ : S × E → S, γ : S → C),
we define the parametric monitor ΛX.M as the monitor
([[X ◦→V ]→S], E〈X〉, [[X ◦→V ]→C], λθ.ı,ΛX.σ,ΛX.γ),
with ΛX.σ : [[X ◦→V ]→S]× E〈X〉 → [[X ◦→V ]→S] and
ΛX.γ : [[X ◦→V ]→S]→ [[X ◦→V ]→C]
defined as ∀δ ∈ [[X ◦→V ]→S] ∨ ∀θ, θ′ ∈ [X ◦→V ].
(ΛX.σ)(δ, e〈θ′〉)(θ) =
{
σ(δ(θ), e) if θ′ v θ
δ(θ) if θ′ 6v θ
(ΛX.γ)(δ)(θ) = γ(δ(θ))
For the sake of rigor, Definition 10 may seem very com-
plicated. All it says, however, is that a state δ of parametric
monitor ΛX.M maintains a state δ(θ) of M for each param-
eter instance θ, takes parametric events as input, and outputs
categories indexed by parameter instances (one output cate-
gory of M per parameter instance). This is analogous to the
intuitive example in Figure 3, where the non-parametric slice
uniquely determines the state for the parameter instance, and
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the Status column is the output category. Note that the ? in
Status column stands for “don’t know”.
PROPOSITION 1. If M is a monitor for property P then
parametric monitor ΛX.M is a monitor for parametric
property ΛX.P . (See (9))
This means that we can construct a parametric monitor
for a parametric property ΛX.P by first creating a non-
parametric base monitor for non-parametric property P , and
then straight-forwardly extending it as per Definition 10.
In the next sections we discuss algorithms for efficient
online monitoring of parametric properties ΛX.P , given a
non-parametric monitor M for property P . We start with
a base algorithm that extends algorithm C〈X〉 in (9) to
support monitor creation events. Then we show that it can
be significantly improved provided that enable sets for the
property in question are available.
4. Monitoring with Creation Events : C+〈X〉
As mentioned earlier, the monitor creation events are those
events that are the first event in matching traces. The point of
monitor creation events is to delay the expensive creation of
monitor instances until a point where a pattern can actually
be matched. For instance, using our example from Figure 1,
there is no way a trace beginning with update map〈m1〉 can
ever match the patterns or validate the formulae, so creating a
monitor instance for m1 is a waste of both time and memory.
The first challenge to online monitoring of a paramet-
ric property is that the state space of potential parameter
instances is infinite. Like in (9), we encode partial func-
tions [[X ◦→V ] ◦→Y ], which map some parameter instances
[X ◦→V ] to elements in Y , as tables with entries indexed by
parameter instances in [X ◦→V ] and with elements in Y . It
can be easily seen that, in what follows, such tables will have
a finite number of entries provided that each event instantiates
a finite number of parameters, which is always the case.
Figure 5 shows the algorithm C+〈X〉 for online monitor-
ing of parametric property ΛX.P , given that M is a monitor
for P . The algorithm shows which actions to perform, e.g.,
creating a new monitor state and/or updating the state of
related monitors, when an event is received. It is a slightly
different variant of algorithm C〈X〉 in (9). C+〈X〉 is jus-
tified and motivated by experience with implementing and
evaluating C〈X〉 in (9), mainly by the following observation:
one often chooses to starting monitoring at the witness of
a specific set of events (instead of monitoring from the be-
ginning of the program). For example, when we monitor the
property in Figure 1, we can choose to start monitoring on
a pair of m and c objects, (m1, c1), only when a create coll
event is received, ignoring all the update map〈m1〉 events
before the creation. We call such events that lead to creation
of new monitor states (monitor) creation events. Algorithm
C+〈X〉 extends C〈X〉 in (9) to support creation events. It is
easy to see that C〈X〉 can be regarded as a special case of
Algorithm C+〈X〉(M = (S, E , C, ı, σ, γ))
Globals: mapping ∆ : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→S]
mapping U : [X ◦→V ]→ Pf ([X ◦→V ])
Initialization: U(θ)← ∅ for any θ ∈ [X ◦→V ]
function main(e〈θ〉)
1 if ∆(θ) undefined then
2
... foreach θm @ θ (in reversed topological order) do
3
...
... if ∆(θm) defined then
4
...
...
... goto 7
5
...
... endif
6
... endfor
7
... if ∆(θm) defined then
8
...
... defineTo(θ, θm)
9
... elseif e is a creation event then
10
...
... defineNew(θ)
11
... endif
12
... foreach θm @ θ (in reversed topological order) do
13
...
... foreach θcomp ∈ U(θm) compatible with θ do
14
...
...
... if ∆(θcomp unionsq θ) undefined then
15
...
...
...
... defineTo(θcomp unionsq θ, θcomp)
16
...
...
... endif
17
...
... endfor
18
... endfor
19 endif
20 foreach θ′ ∈ {θ} ∪ U(θ) do
21
... ∆(θ′)← σ(∆(θ′), e)
22 endfor
function defineNew(θ)
1 ∆(θ)← ı
2 foreach θ′′ @ θ do
3
... U(θ′′)← U(θ′′) ∪ {θ}
4 endfor
function defineTo(θ, θ′)
1 ∆(θ)← ∆(θ′)
2 foreach θ′′ @ θ do
3
... U(θ′′)← U(θ′′) ∪ {θ}
4 endfor
Figure 5. Monitoring Algorithm C+〈X〉.
C+〈X〉, when all the events are creation events. Note that
(9) used creation events in the evaluation, but they were not
formalized in the algorithm. The proof of C+〈X〉 is tedious,
but is easily derived from the proof of C〈X〉 in (9).
Two mappings are used: ∆ and U . ∆ stores the monitor
states for parameter instances , and U maps a parameter
instance θ to all the parameter instances that have been
defined and are properly more informative than θ. In what
follows, “the monitor state for θ” refers to ∆(θ) to facilitate
reading in some contexts, and, accordingly, “to create a
parameter instance θ” and “to create a monitor state for
parameter instance θ” have the same meaning: to define ∆(θ).
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Event update map〈m1〉 create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉
∆ ∅ 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll) 〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter)
U ∅ ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉
〈i1〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Figure 6. Sample Run of C+〈X〉. The first row gives the received events; the second and the third rows give the content of ∆
andU , respectively, after every event is processed. Monitor states are represented symbolically in the table, e.g., σ(i, create coll)
represents the state after a monitor processes event create coll.
When parametric event e〈θ〉 arrives, the algorithm first
checks whether θ has been encountered yet by checking if its
corresponding monitor state, i.e., ∆(θ), has been defined(line
1 in main). If θ is encountered for the first time, new parameter
instances may need be created. In such a case, we first try to
locate the maximum parameter instance (θm) which is less
informative than θ and for which a monitor state has been
created (lines 2 - 6). If such θm is found, its monitor state
is used to initialize the monitor state for θ (lines 7 and 8);
otherwise, a new monitor state is created for θ only if e is a
creation event (lines 9 and 10). Also, new parameter instances
can be created by combining θ with existing parameter
instances that are compatible with θ, i.e., they do not have
conflicting parameter bindings. An observation here is that if
parameter instance θcomp has been created and is compatible
with θ then θcomp can be found in U(θm) for some θm @ θ
according to the definition of U . Therefore, algorithmC+〈X〉
searches through all the θm @ θ to find all possible θcomp,
examining whether any new parameter instance should be
created (lines 12 - 17).
If θ has been seen before, or otherwise after all the new
monitor states have been created/initialized as explained
above, algorithm C+〈X〉 invokes all the monitors that need
to process e, namely, those whose corresponding parameter
instances are more informative than or equal to θ (lines
20 - 22). The updates make use of the sets stored in U to
know which instances are more informative (line 20). There
are two auxiliary functions: defineNew and defineTo. The
former initializes a new monitor state for the input parameter
instance and the latter creates a monitor state for the first input
parameter instance using the monitor state for the second
instance. Both functions add θ to the sets in table U for the
bindings less informative than θ.
We next use an example run, illustrated in Figure 6, to
show how C+〈X〉 works. In Figure 6, we show the contents
of ∆ and U after every event (given in the first row of the
table) is processed. The observed trace is update map〈m1〉
create coll〈m1, c1〉 create coll 〈m2, c2〉 create iter〈c1, i1〉. We
assume that create coll is the only creation event.
The first event, update map〈m1〉, is not a creation event
and nothing is added to ∆ and U . The second event,
create coll〈m1, c1〉, is a creation event. So a new monitor
state is defined in ∆ for 〈m1, c1〉, which is also added to
the lists in U for ⊥, 〈m1〉 and 〈c1〉. Note that ⊥ is less
informative than any other parameter instances. The third
event create coll〈m2, c2〉 is another creation event, incompat-
ible with the second event . Hence, only one new monitor
state is added to ∆. U is updated similarly. The last event
create iter〈c1, i1〉 is not a creation event. So no monitor in-
stance is created for 〈c1, i1〉. It is compatible with the existing
parameter instance 〈m1, c1〉 introduced by the second event
but not compatible with 〈m2, c2〉 due to the conflict binding
on c. The compatible instance 〈m1, c1〉 can be found from
the list for 〈c1〉 in U . Therefore, a new monitor instance
is created for the combined parameter instance 〈m1, c1, i1〉
using the state for 〈m1, c1〉 in ∆. U is also updated to add the
combined parameter instance into lists of parameter instances
that are less informative.
5. Limitations of C+〈X〉 and Enable Sets
C+〈X〉 does not make any assumption on the given monitor
M . In other words, one may monitor properties written in
any specification formalism, e.g., ERE, CFG, PTLTL etc.,
as long as one also provides a monitor generation algorithm
for said formalism. However, this generality leads to extra
monitoring overhead in some cases. Thus we introduce our
novel optimization based on the concept of enable sets.
To motivate the optimization, let us continue the run in
Figure 6 to process one more event, use iter〈i1〉. The result
is shown in Figure 7. use iter〈i1〉 is not a creation event
and no monitor instance is created for 〈i1〉. Since 〈i1〉 is
compatible with 〈m2, c2〉, a new monitor instance is defined
for 〈m2, c2, i1〉. The monitor instance for 〈m1, c1, i1〉 is then
updated according to use iter because 〈i1〉 is less informative
than 〈m1, c1, i1〉. U is also updated to add 〈m2, c2, i1〉 to
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the lists for all the parameter instances less informative than
〈m2, c2, i1〉. New entries are added into U during the update
since some of less informative parameter instances, e.g.,
〈m2, i1〉, have not been used before this event.
Event use iter〈i1〉
∆
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter), use iter)
〈m2, c2, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), use iter)
U ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2, c 7→ c2〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m2, i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈c2, i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Figure 7. Following the Run of Figure 6.
Creating the monitor instance for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 is needed
for the correctness of C+〈X〉, but it can be avoided when
more information about the program or the specification
is available. For example, according to the semantics of
Iterator, no event create iter〈c2, i1〉will occur in the following
execution since an iterator can be associated to only one
collection. Hence, the monitor for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 will never
reach the validation state and we do not need to create it from
the beginning. However, such semantic information about the
program is very difficult to infer automatically. Below, we
show a simpler yet effective solution to avoid unnecessary
monitor creations by analyzing the specification to monitor.
When monitoring a program against a specific property,
usually only a certain subset of property categories, (C in
Definition 2), is checked. For example, in Figure 1, the
regular expression specifies a defective interaction among
related Map, Collection and Iterator objects. To find an error
in the program using monitoring is thus to detect matches of
the specified pattern during the execution. In other words,
we are only interested in the validation category of the
specified pattern. Obviously, to match the pattern, for a
parameter instance of parameter set {m, c, i}, create coll and
create iter should be observed before use iter is encountered
for the first time in monitoring. Otherwise, the trace slice
for {m, c, i} will never match the pattern. Based on this
information, we next show that creating the monitor state for
〈m2, c2, i1〉 in Figure 7 is not needed. When event use iter〈i1〉
is encountered, if the monitor state for a parameter instance
〈m2, c2〉 exists without the monitor state for 〈m2, c2, i1〉,
like in Figure 7, it can be inferred that in the trace slice for
〈m2, c2, i1〉, only events create coll and/or update map occur
before use iter because, otherwise, if create iter also occurred
before use iter, the monitor state for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 should have
been created. Therefore, we can infer, when event use iter〈i1〉
Event enableEG(Event)
create coll {∅}
create iter
{{create coll},
{create coll, update map}}
use iter
{{create coll, create iter},
{create coll, create iter, update map}}
update map
{{create coll},
{create coll, create iter},
{create coll, create iter, use iter}}
Figure 8. Property Enable Set for UnsafeMapIterator.
is observed and before the execution continues, that no match
of the specified pattern can be reached by the trace slice for
〈m2, c2, i1〉, that is to say, the monitor for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 will
never reach the validation state.
This observation shows that the knowledge about the spec-
ified property can be applied to avoid unnecessary creation
of monitor states. This way, the sizes of ∆ and U can be re-
duced, reducing the monitoring overhead. We next formalize
the information needed for the optimization and argue that it
is not specific to the underlying specification formalism, and
that it can be computed easily. How this information is used
is discussed in Section 6.
5.1 Enable Sets
DEFINITION 11. Given τ ∈ E∗ and e, e′ ∈ τ , we denote that
e′ occurs before the first occurrence of e in τ as e′  τ e. Let
the trace enable set of e ∈ E be the function enableτ : E →
Pf (E), defined as: enableτ (e) = {e′ | e′  τ e}.
Note that if e 6∈ τ then enableτ (e) = ∅. The trace enable
set can be used to examine whether the execution under
observation may generate a particular trace of interest, or not:
if event e is encountered during monitoring but some event
e′ ∈ enableτ (e) has not been observed, then the (incomplete)
execution being monitored will not produce the trace τ when
it finishes. This observation can be extended to check, before
an execution finishes, whether the execution can generate
a trace belonging to some designated property categories.
The designated property categories are called the goal of the
monitoring in what follows.
DEFINITION 12. Given P : E∗ → C and a set of categories
G ⊆ C as the goal, the property enable set is defined as
a function enableEG : E → Pf (Pf (E)) with enableEG(e) =
{enableτ (e) | P (τ) ∈ G}.
Intuitively, if event e is encountered during monitoring but
none of event sets enableEG(e) has been completely observed,
the (incomplete) execution being monitoring will not produce
a trace τ s.t. P (τ) ∈ G. For example, given the property
specified by the ERE-based property in Figure 1, where G
contains only the match, violation, and ? categories, Figure 8
shows the property enable set for UnsafeMapIterator.
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The property enable set provides a sound and fast way
to decide whether an incomplete trace slice has the possi-
bility of reaching the desired categories by looking at the
events that have already occurred. In the above example, if a
trace slice starts with create coll use iter, it will never reach
the match category, because {create coll} 6∈ enableEG(use iter).
In such case, no monitor state need be created even when
the newly observed event may lead to new parameter in-
stances. For example, suppose that the observed (incomplete)
trace is create coll〈m1, c1〉 use iter〈i1〉. At the second event,
use iter〈i1〉, a new parameter instance can be constructed,
namely, 〈m1, c1, i1〉, and a monitor state s will be created for
〈m1, c1, i1〉 if algorithm C+〈X〉 is applied. However, since
the trace slice for s is create coll use iter, we can immediately
know that s cannot reach the match state, and thus there is no
need to create and maintain s during monitoring if match is
the target category.
A direct application of the above idea to optimize C+〈X〉
requires maintaining observed events for every created moni-
tor and comparing event sets when a new parameter instance
is found, reducing the improvement of performance. There-
fore, we extend the notion of the enable set to be based on
parameter sets instead of event sets.
DEFINITION 13. Given a property P : E∗ → C, a set of
categories G ⊆ C as the goal, a set of parameters X and
a parameter definition DE , the property parameter enable
set of event e ∈ E is defined as a function enableXG : E →
Pf (Pf (X)) as follows: enableXG (e) = {∪{DE(e′) | e′ ∈
enableτ (e)} | P (τ) ∈ G}.
From now on, we use “enable set” to refer to “property
parameter enable set” for simplicity. For example, given
the ERE-based property in Figure 1 and G = {validating};
Figure 9 shows the parameter enable set for UnsafeMapIt-
erator. Then, given again the trace {create coll}〈m1, c1〉
use iter〈i1〉, no monitor state need be created at the second
event for 〈m1, c1, i1〉 since the parameter instance used to
initialize the new monitor state, namely, 〈m1, c1〉, is not in
enableXG (use iter). In other words, one may simply compare
the parameter instance used to initialize the new parameter
instance with the enable set of the observed event to decide
whether a new monitor state is needed or not. Note that in
JavaMOP, the property parameter enable sets are generated
from the property enable sets provided by the formalism plu-
gin in question. This allows the plugins to remain totally
parameter agnostic. The following result guarantees the cor-
rectness of this approach:
PROPOSITION 2. When algorithm C+〈X〉 receives event
e〈θ〉, if we use θ′ to define θ unionsq θ′ and Dom(θ′) 6∈ enableXG (e),
then ∆(θ unionsq θ′) 6∈ G during the whole monitoring process.
5.2 Computing Enable Sets
The definition of the enable set is general and does not depend
on a specific formalism to write the property. Although
Event enableXG (Event)
create coll {∅}
create iter {{m, c}}
use iter {{m, c, i}}
update map {{m, c}, {m, c, i}}
Figure 9. Parameter Enable Set for UnsafeMapIterator.
computing the enable set from a specified property requires
understanding of the used formalism. It can be achieved as a
“side-effect” of the monitor generation process, in which full
knowledge about the property is available.
Algorithm EN fsm(FSM = (E , S, s0, δ, F ))
Globals: mapping Vµ : S → Pf (Pf (E))
mapping enableEG : E → Pf (Pf (E))
set R ⊆ S
Initialization: fix G′ ⊆ S, compute R for G′
function main()
1 auxiliary(s0, ∅)
function auxiliary(s, µ)
1 foreach e ∈ E do
2
... if δ(s, e) ∈ R then
3
...
... enableEG(e)← enableEG(e) ∪ {µ− e}
4
... endif
5
... let µ′ ← µ ∪ {e}
6
...
... if µ′ 6∈ Vµ(s)
7
...
...
... Vµ(s)← Vµ(s) ∪ {µ′}
8
...
...
... auxiliary(δ(s, e), µ′)
9
...
... endif
10 endfor
Figure 10. FSM g enableEG Computation Algorithm.
Case 1: FSM The algorithm in Figure 10 computes the
property enable sets for a finite state machine. We use this
algorithm to compute the enable sets for any logic that is
reducible to a finite state machine, including ERE, PTLTL,
and FTLTL. The algorithm assumes a finite state machine,
defined as FSM = (E , S, s0 ∈ S, δ : S × E → S, F ⊆ S).
E is the alphabet, traditionally listed as Σ but changed for
consistency, since the alphabets of our FSMs are event sets.
s0 is the start state, corresponding to ı in the definition of
a monitor. δ is the transition function, taking a state and
an event and mapping to a next state for the machine. F
is the set of accept states. In the initialization we compute
goal reachability set S by fixing a goal G′ as an arbitrary
set of states, such as the error state for violation, or accept
states for matching a pattern originally specified as an ERE.
More specifically, G′ is the subset of S corresponding to
the subset of G in which we are interested. For state s ∈ S,
s ∈ R if and only if there is a path from s to an s′ ∈ G′.
It is computed using a straight-forward depth first search
from the initial state. Vµ is a mapping from states to sets of
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events; it is used to check for algorithm termination. enableEG
is the output property enable set, which is converted into a
parameter enable set by JavaMOP.
Function auxiliary is first called with µ = ∅ and the initial
state s0 (the Initialization section). If we think of the FSM as
a graph, µ represents the set of edges we have seen at least
once in a traversal. For each event in E (line 1), we check to
see if the next state, computed by δ(s, e) reaches our goal
(line 2). If it does, that means we have seen a viable prefix
set. From the definition of enableEG , we know we need to add
this prefix set to enableEG for the event e, which we do (line 3).
Also on line 3, we make sure that we remove e from µ, as an
enable set for e is not supposed to contain e. Line 5 begins the
recursive step of the algorithm. We let µ′ = µ∪{e}, because
we have traversed another edge, and that edge is labeled as
e. The map Vµ tells us which µ have been seen in previous
recursive steps, in a given state. If a µ has been seen before,
in a state, taking a recursive step can add no new information.
Because of this, line 6 ensures that we only call the recursive
step on line 8, if new information can be added. Line 7 keeps
V consistent. Thus the algorithm terminates only when every
viable µ has been seen in every reachable state, effectively
computing a fixed point.
Case 2: CFG We also provide an algorithm to compute the
enable set for a context-free pattern, which has an infinite
monitor state space, as briefly explained in what follows4.
This is a modification of the algorithm in Figure 10.
Let G = {match}. For enableEG and a given CFG G =
(NT, E , P, S) we begin with all productions S → γ and the
set µ0 = ∅ ∈ Pf (E). For each production, we investigate
each s ∈ γ (where ∈ is, by abuse of notation, used to denote
a symbol in a right hand side) from left to right. If s ∈ E
we add µi to enableEG(s), thus if s is the first symbol in γ
we add µ0. We then add s to µi forming µi+1. If s ∈ NT
we recursively invoke the algorithm, but rather than use µ0,
we use µi, and each production investigated will be of the
form s → γ. We keep track of which s ∈ NT have been
processed, to ensure termination.
Discussion. The general definition of the enable set allows
us to separate the concerns of generating efficient monitor-
ing code. On the framework level, such as the algorithms
discussed in this paper, we can focus on applying the in-
formation encoded in the enable set to generate an efficient
monitoring process for parametric properties, while on the
logic level, where a monitor is generated for a given non-
parametric property written in a specific formalism, one can
focus on creating the fastest monitor that verifies the input
trace against the property and also on producing the enable
set information. The enable set represents static information
about the given property and only need be generated once. As
mentioned, the static analysis presented in (5), while effec-
4 We assume a certain familiarity with context free patterns; definitions can
be found in (16), together with explanations on CFG monitoring.
tive, requires a complex analysis of the target program, which
must be performed for every program one wants to monitor.
Other possibilities for optimization are exhibited in the
example in Figure 7. We discuss two of them here. The
first is to make use of the semantics of the program. In this
example, we know that an i object is created from a c object
and does not relate to other c objects. Hence, we can avoid
creating a combination of 〈m2, c2〉 and 〈i1〉 because i1 is
created from c1. However, such semantic information is very
difficult to achieve automatically and may require human
input. The enable set, on the contrary, can be easily computed
by statically analyzing the specification without analyzing
any program or human interferences; indeed, the specified
property already indicates some semantics of the involved
parameters. Nevertheless, we believe that static analysis on
the program to monitor, such as that in (5), can and should
be applied in conjunction with enable sets to further reduce
the monitoring overhead, whenever it is feasible.
Other optimizations are based on heuristics. One reason-
able heuristic which can be applied here is that we may only
combine parameter instances that are connected to one an-
other through some events which have been observed (we
cannot rely on future events in online monitoring). For ex-
ample, 〈i1〉 and 〈m1, c1〉 need to be combined to build a new
parameter instance because c1 and i1 are connected in the
second event, create coll〈m1, c1〉, in Figure 7, but 〈i1〉 and
〈m2, c2〉 should not combined due to the heuristic. The in-
tuition is that if two parameter instances do not interact in
any event, it may imply that they are not relevant to each
other even if they are compatible. However, because no in-
formation about future events available, such a heuristic can
break, for example, an event connecting the two parameter
instances comes afterward. The enable set provides a sound
optimization, and we believe that it performs as well as, if
not better than, such heuristics in most cases.
6. Monitoring with Enable Sets: D〈X〉
In this section we integrate the concept of enable sets with
algorithm C+〈X〉, to improve performance and memory
usage. To ease reading, all proofs related to this algorithm
can be found in Section 6.2.
Given a set of desired value categories G, Proposition 2
guarantees that we can omit creating monitor states for certain
parameter instances when an event is received using the
enable set without missing any trace belonging to G. However,
skipping the creation of monitor states may result in false
alarms, i.e., a trace that is not in G can be reported to belong to
G. Let us consider the following example. We monitor to find
matching of a regular pattern e1e3 and the event definition
is (e17→{P1}, e27→{P2}, e37→{P1, P2}) the observed trace is
e1〈p1〉e2〈p2〉e3〈p1, p2〉. Also, suppose e1 is the only creation
event. Obviously, the trace does not match the pattern. Figure
11 shows the run using the optimization based on the enable
set. Only the content of ∆ is given for simplicity. At e1, a
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monitor state is created for 〈p1〉 since it is the creation event.
At e2, no action is taken since enableXG (e2) = ∅. At e3, a
monitor state will be created for 〈p1, p2〉 using the monitor
state for 〈P1 7→ p1〉 since enableXG e3 = {P1}. This way, e2 is
forgotten and a match of the pattern is reported even though
it is not correct to do so.
Event e1〈p1〉 e2〈p2〉 e3〈p1, p2〉
∆
〈p1〉:σ(i, e1) 〈p1〉:σ(i, e1) 〈p1〉:σ(i, e1)
〈p1, p2〉:σ(σ(i, e1), e3)
Figure 11. Unsound Usage of the Enable Set.
6.1 Timestamping Monitors: Algorithm D〈X〉
To avoid unsoundness, we introduce the notion of disable
stamps of events. disable : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→ integer] maps a
parameter instance to an integer timestamp. disable(θ) gives
the time when the last event with θ was received. We maintain
timestamps for monitors using a mapping T : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→
integer]. T maps a parameter instance for which a monitor
state is defined to the time when the original monitor state is
created from a creation event. Specifically, if a monitor state
for θ is created using the initial state when a creation event
is received (i.e., using the defineNew function in algorithm
C+〈X〉), T (θ) is set to the time of creation; if a monitor
state for θ is created from the monitor state for θ′, T (θ′) is
passed to T (θ). Figure 12 shows the evolution of disable and
T while processing the trace in Figure 11.
disable and T can be used together to track “skipped
events”: when a monitor state for θ is created using the
monitor state for θ′, if there exists some θ′′ @ θ s.t. θ′′ 6@ θ′
and disable(θ′′) > T (θ′) then the trace slice for θ does
not belong to the desired value categories G. Intuitively,
disable(θ′′) > T (θ′) implies that an event e〈θ′′〉 has been
encountered after the monitor state for θ′ was created. But θ′′
was not taken into account (θ′′ 6@ θ′). The only possibility is
that e is omitted due to the enable set and thus the trace slice
for θ does not belong to G according to the definition of the
enable set. Therefore, in Figure 12, no monitor instance is
created for 〈p1, p2〉 at e3 because disable(〈p2〉) > T (〈p1〉).
Event e1〈p1〉 e2〈p2〉 e3〈p1, p2〉
∆
〈p1〉:σ(i, e1) 〈p1〉:σ(i, e1) 〈p1〉:σ(i, e1)
T 〈p1〉:1 〈p1〉:1 〈p1〉:1
disable 〈p1〉:2 〈p1〉:2〈p2〉:3
〈p1〉:2
〈p2〉:3
〈p1, p2〉:4
Figure 12. Sound Monitoring Using Enable Sets and Times-
tamps.
The above discussion applies when the skipped event
occurs after the initial creation of the monitor state. The
other case, i.e., an event is omitted before the initial monitor
state is created, can also be handled using timestamps. First,
if the skipped event is not a creation event, it does not
affect the soundness of the algorithm to omit the event
because of the definition of creation events. In the above
example, if the observed trace is e2〈p2〉e1〈p1〉e3〈p1, p2〉,
we will ignore e2 and report the matching at e3 since e1
is the only creation event. The situation becomes more
sophisticated when the skipped event is a creation event. For
example, we assume that both e1 and e2 are creation events
in the above example. Figure 13 then shows the monitoring
process for the parametric trace e2〈p2〉e1〈p1〉e3〈p1, p2〉.
At e2, ∆(〈p2〉) is defined because it is a creation event.
At e1, ∆(〈p1〉) is defined, but no monitor state is created for
〈p1, p2〉 because {P2} 6∈ enableXG (e1). At e3, we cannot use
∆(〈p2〉) to define ∆(〈p1, p2〉) since disable(〈p1〉) > T (〈p2〉).
Moreover, we cannot use ∆(〈p1〉) to define ∆(〈p1, p2〉),
either, because ∆(〈p2〉) was defined before ∆(〈p1〉) but was
not used to create ∆(〈p1, p2〉) at e1 due to the use of the
enable set, indicating that the trace slice for 〈p1, p2〉 does
not belong to G, and it should be ignored during monitoring.
This intuition can be captured as the following condition:
T (〈p2〉) < T (〈p1〉) and 〈p2〉 6v 〈p1〉. To reiterate, if ∆(θ′)
is used to define ∆(θ) and there exists some θ′′ @ θ s.t.
θ′′ 6v θ′ and T (θ′′) < T (θ′), then the trace slice for θ
does not belong to the desired category set G, because θ
would have been in the enable set of θ′ if it were in G.
Such a situation happens at the following conditions: 1) a
creation event, e〈θ′′〉, is encountered before ∆(θ′) is defined
at event e′; 2) e is omitted when ∆(θ′) is defined (otherwise
∆(θ′′ unionsq θ′) should have been defined and should be used to
define θ instead of θ′). The second condition implies that
Dom(θ′′) 6∈ enableXG (e′). Therefore, when we combine θ′′
and θ′ in θ, the trace slice for θ cannot belong to G, due to
the definition of enable set.
Event e2〈p2〉 e1〈p1〉 e3〈p1, p2〉
∆
〈p2〉:σ(i, e2) 〈p2〉:σ(i, e2)
〈p1〉:σ(i, e1)
〈p2〉:σ(i, e2)
〈p1〉:σ(i, e1)
T 〈p2〉:1 〈p2〉:1〈p1〉:3
〈p2〉:1
〈p1〉:3
disable 〈p2〉:2 〈p2〉:2〈p1〉:4
〈p2〉:2
〈p1〉:4
〈p1, p2〉:5
Figure 13. Another Monitoring Using Enable Sets and
Timestamps.
Based on the above discussion, we develop a new paramet-
ric monitoring algorithm that optimizes algorithm C+〈X〉
using the enable set and timestamps, as shown in Figure
14. This algorithm makes use of the mappings discussed
above, namely, enableXG , ∆, U , disable and T , and maintains
an integer variable to track the timestamp. Similar to algo-
rithm C+〈X〉, when event e〈θ〉 is received, algorithm D〈X〉
first checks whether ∆(θ) is defined or not (line 1 in main).
If not, monitor states may be generated for new encoun-
tered parameter instances, which is achieved by function
createNewMonitorStates in algorithm D〈X〉. Unlike in algo-
rithm C+〈X〉, where all the parameter instances less informa-
tive than θ are searched to find all the compatible parameter
instances using U , createNewMonitorStates enumerates pa-
rameter sets in enableXG (e) and looks for parameter instances
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Algorithm D〈X〉(M = (S, E , C, ı, σ, γ))
Input: mapping enableXG : [E ◦→Pf (Pf (X))]
Globals: mapping ∆ : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→S]
mapping T : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→ integer]
mapping U : [X ◦→V ]→ Pf ([X ◦→V ])
mapping disable : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→ integer]
integer timestamp
Initialization: U(θ)← ∅ for any θ, timestamp← 0
function main(e〈θ〉)
1 if ∆(θ) undefined then
2
... createNewMonitorState(e〈θ〉)
3
... if ∆(θ) undefined and e is a creation event then
4
...
... defineNew(θ)
5
... endif
6
... disable(θ)← timestamp
7
... timestamp← timestamp + 1
8 endif
9 foreach θ′ ∈ {θ} ∪ U(θ) s.t. ∆(θ′) defined do
10
... ∆(θ′)← σ(∆(θ′), e)
11 endfor
function createNewMonitorStates(e〈θ〉)
1 foreach Xe∈enableXG (e)
(in reversed topological order) do
2
... if Dom(θ) 6⊆ Xethen
3
...
... θm ← θ′ s.t. θ′ @ θ and Dom(θ′) = Dom(θ) ∩Xe
4
...
... foreach θ′′ ∈ U(θm) ∪ {θm} s.t. Dom(θ′′) = Xe do
5
...
...
... if ∆(θ′′) defined and ∆(θ′′ unionsq θ) undefined then
6
...
...
...
... defineTo(θ′′ unionsq θ, θ′′)
7
...
...
... endif
8
...
... endfor
9
... endif
10 endfor
function defineNew(θ)
1 foreach θ′′ @ θ do
2
... if ∆(θ′′) defined then return endif
3 endfor
4 ∆(θ)← ı
5 T (θ)← timestamp
6 timestamp← timestamp + 1
7 foreach θ′′ @ θ do
8
... U(θ′′)← U(θ′′) ∪ {θ}
9 endfor
function defineTo(θ, θ′)
1 foreach θ′′ v θ s.t. θ′′ 6v θ′ do
2
... if disable(θ′′) > T (θ′) or T (θ′′) < T (θ′) then
3
...
... return
4
... endif
5 endfor
6 ∆(θ)← ∆(θ′)
7 T (θ)← T (θ′)
8 foreach θ′′ @ θ do
9
... U(θ′′)← U(θ′′) ∪ {θ}
10 endfor
Figure 14. Optimized Monitoring Algorithm D〈X〉.
whose domains are in enableXG (e) and which are compati-
ble with θ, also using U . The inclusion check at line 2 in
createNewMonitorStates is to omit unnecessary search since
if Dom(θ) ⊆ Xe then no new parameter instance will be
created from θ. This way, createNewMonitorStates creates all
the parameter instances that combine θ with compatible pa-
rameter instances that also satisfy the enable set of e using
fewer lists in U .
If e is a creation event then a monitor state for θ is
initialized (lines 3 - 5 in main). Note that ∆(θ) can be defined
in function createNewMonitorStates if ∆(θ′) has been defined
for some θ′ @ θ. disable(θ) is set to the current timestamp
after all the creations and the timestamp is increased. The rest
of function main in D〈X〉 is the same as in C+〈X〉: all the
relevant monitor states are updated according to e.
Function defineNew in D〈X〉 is similar to the one in
C+〈X〉. The only difference is that T (θ) is set to the current
timestamp, and the timestamp is incremented. Function
defineTo in D〈X〉 checks disable and T as discussed above to
decide whether ∆(θ) can be defined using ∆(θ′). If ∆(θ) is
defined using ∆(θ′), T (θ) is set to T (θ′).
In all of our tested cases D〈X〉 performs better than
C+〈X〉; in fact, in most cases that caused notable monitoring
overhead, the efficiency of D〈X〉 is significantly better than
C+〈X〉. For example, in two extreme cases, C+〈X〉 could
not finish, while D〈X〉 had no problems. In terms of memory
usage D〈X〉 also performs better, as expected, except for a
few cases where C+〈X〉 generates more garbage collections,
reducing peak memory usage at the expense of performance.
6.2 Proofs of Correctness
The goal of this section is to show that algorithms D〈X〉 and
C+〈X〉 produce the same mapping ∆ for the same given
trace. C〈X〉 is already known to be correct for our definition
of parametric trace monitoring due to the results in (9). As
mentioned C+〈X〉 is a straight-forward extension of C〈X〉.
Thus by showing that D〈X〉 and C+〈X〉 produce the same ∆
(i.e., showing that they behave the same), we show thatD〈X〉,
itself, is correct for our definition of parametric monitoring.
We fix a trace τ = e1e2...en, a monitorM = (S, E , C, ı, σ, γ)
and a desired value set G in what follows. We use ∆C and
∆D to refer to the ∆ in algorithms C+〈X〉 and D〈X〉, respec-
tively. For convenience, we also let timestamp : [integer ◦→
integer] be the function defined as follows: timestamp(k)
is the value of timestamp in D〈X〉 at the event ek for
0 < k ≤ n; otherwise timestamp(k) is undefined. timestamp
and T in D〈X〉 have the following properties:
PROPOSITION 3. The follow holds for timestamp and T used
in algorithm D〈X〉.
1. For 0 < k, k′ ≤ n, k ≥ k′ iff timestamp(k) ≥
timestamp(k′).
2. ∆D(θ) is defined iff T (θ) is defined.
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Proof. 1. is obvious since timestamp is monotonic along the
observed trace. 2. holds because ∆D(θ) and T (θ) are always
defined together (lines 1 and 2 in defineNew and lines 6 and 7
in defineTo). 
We next define two functions that describe when and how
a monitor state is created for a parameter instance.
DEFINITION 14. Function set : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→ integer] is
defined as follows: set(θ) = k if ∆(θ) is initialized at ek.
Function MT : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→ [X ◦→V ]∗] is defined as follows:
MT(θ) = θ1...θm where θm = θ, θ1 is initialized with ı, and
∆(θi) is initialized using ∆(θi−1) at some event e for any
1 < i ≤ m.
Obviously, for both C+〈X〉 and D〈X〉, set(θ) is defined if
and only if MT(θ) is defined. Let setC and setD be the set in
algorithm C+〈X〉 and D〈X〉, respectively, and let MTC and
MTD be the MT in algorithm C+〈X〉 and D〈X〉, respectively.
PROPOSITION 4. For algorithms C+〈X〉 and D〈X〉, the
following hold for set and MT:
1. For θi and θj in MT(θ), θi @ θj if i < j.
2. If MTD(θ)=θ1...θm then T (θ)=timestamp(setD(θ1)).
3. If setD(θ) is defined then setC(θ) is defined and setC(θ) ≤
setD(θ).
4. If setC(θ) = setD(θ) and ∆C(θ) = ∆D(θ) when they
are initialized, then ∆C(θ) = ∆D(θ) during the whole
monitoring process.
5. If setC(θ) = setD(θ) and MTC(θ) = MTD(θ) then
∆C(θ) = ∆D(θ) during the whole monitoring process.
Proof.
1. It follows by Definition 14 and line 6 in createNewMoni-
torStates in D〈X〉.
2. Prove by induction on the length of MTD(θ). If MTD(θ) =
θ, suppose that ∆D(θ) is defined at event ek, i.e., setD(θ) =
k. Obviously, ∆D(θ) is defined using defineNew in D〈X〉.
Hence, T (θ) = timestamp(k) according to line 2 in define-
New. Now suppose that for 0 < j and any θ′′ s.t. MTD(θ′′) =
θ1...θm and m < j, T (θ′′) = timestamp(setD(θ1)). If
MTD(θ) = θ1...θj then θ = θj and ∆D(θ) is defined using
∆D(θj−1) by Definition 14. T (θj) = T (θj−1) according to
line 7 in defineTo inD〈X〉. By induction, T (θ) = T (θj−1) =
timestamp(setD(θ1)).
3. Prove by induction on the length of MTD(θ). We only
need to show that if ∆D(θ) is defined at event ek and
∆C(θ) is undefined before ek then ∆C(θ) is defined at ek.
If MTD(θ) = θ, suppose setD(θ) = k and ek〈θ′〉. Since θ is
not initialized with another parameter instance, it should be
defined using defineNew function inD〈X〉, which only occurs
via line 4 in main. Hence, θ′ = θ and ek is a creation event. If
∆C(θ) is undefined before ek, it will be defined at ek because
line 10 in the main function in C+〈X〉 will be executed if
∆C(θ) is undefined before line 9.
Now suppose that for any parameter instance θ′′ s.t.
setD(θ′′) is defined and the length of MTD(θ′′) is less
than j, setC(θ′′) ≤ setD(θ′′). If setD(θ) is defined and
MTD(θ) = θ1...θj where θj = θ, let setD(θ) = k and
ek〈θ′〉. By Definition 14, ∆D(θ) is defined using ∆D(θj−1).
Hence, setD(θj−1) < k and θ′ unionsq θj−1 = θ according to
line 6 in the createNewMonitorStates function in D〈X〉. By
induction, setC(θj−1) ≤ setD(θj−1) < k, that is, ∆C(θj−1)
is defined before ek. Therefore, if ∆C(θ) is undefined be-
fore ek, ∆C(θj) will be defined in C+〈X〉 at ek because: if
θ′ = θ then ∆C(θ) will be defined at line 8 in main in C+〈X〉
(θj−1 @ θ by 1.); otherwise, it will be defined at line 15 in
main (θ′ unionsq θj−1 = θ).
4. In both C+〈X〉 and D〈X〉, after ∆(θ) is defined at ek, it
will be updated using any event ej〈θ′〉 with θ′ v θ and k < j.
If setC(θ) = setD(θ) and MTC(θ) = MTD(θ) then MTC(θ)
and MTD(θ) will be updated using the same events afterward
and therefore equivalent during the whole monitoring.
5. It can be easily proved by induction on the length of
MTD(θ) and 4.

The following lemma shows that C+〈X〉 and D〈X〉 are
equivalent for monitors that are created from the initial state.
LEMMA 1. The following hold for MT:
1. If MTC(θ) = θ then MTD(θ) = θ and setC(θ) = setD(θ).
2. If MTD(θ) = θ then MTC(θ) = θ and setC(θ) = setD(θ).
Proof.
1. If MTC(θ) = θ, suppose that setC(θ) = k. Obviously,
∆C(θ) is defined by the defineNew function in C+〈X〉, which
only occurs when ek is a creation event and comes with
the parameter instance θ. Also, for all θ′ @ θ, ∆C(θ′) is
undefined before ek; otherwise, ∆C(θ) should be defined
using ∆C(θ′) at line 8 in main in C+〈X〉. By Proposition 4
3., ∆D(θ) and ∆D(θ′), for all θ′ @ θ, are undefined before ek.
So ∆D(θ) cannot be defined in the createNewMonitorStates
function in D〈X〉 using some θ′ @ θ when ek is encountered.
Hence, the condition at line 3 in main in D〈X〉 is satisfied and
line 4 will be executed to initialize ∆D(θ) using defineNew in
D〈X〉. Therefore, MTD(θ) = θ and setD(θ) = k = setC(θ).
2. By Proposition 4.3., if MTD(θ) = θ and setD(θ) = k then
MTC(θ) is defined before or at ek. Assume that MTC(θ) =
θ1..θm and m > 1. Then we have 1) θ1 @ θ by Proposition
4 1.; 2) MTD(θ1) = MTC(θ1) = θ1 and setC(θ1) = setD(θ1)
1.; 3) setC(θ1) < setC(θ) ≤ setD(θ) by Proposition 4.3.
Let ek〈θ′〉. Since MTD(θ) = θ, ∆D(θ) is defined using
defineNew via line 4 in main in D〈X〉 when ek is encountered.
Hence, θ = θ′. However, since ∆D(θ1) is defined before ek,
the condition at line 2 in defineNew is satisfied and ∆D(θ)
cannot be defined at ek. Contradiction reached. Therefore,
MTC(θ) = θ. By 1., setC(θ) = setD(θ). 
PROPOSITION 5. For algorithms C+〈X〉 and D〈X〉, the
following hold:
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1. If MTC(θ) = MTD(θ) then for any θ′ ∈ MTC(θ),
setC(θ′) = setD(θ′).
2. If MTC(θ) = MTD(θ) then ∆C(θ) = ∆D(θ) during the
whole monitoring.
Proof.
1. Suppose MTC(θ) = θ1, .., θm. Prove by induction on
MTC(θ). For θ1, since MTC(θ1) = θ1, setC(θ1) = setD(θ1)
by Lemma 1.1. Now suppose that for some 1 < jleqm,
setC(θi) = setD(θi) for any 0 < i < j. Assume that
setC(θj) 6= setD(θj). We have setC(θj) < setD(θj) by
Proposition 4.3. Let setC(θj) = k and ek〈θ′′〉. Since θ′′ unionsq
θj−1 = θj , we have θ′′ 6@ θj−1. Also, disable(θ′′) >
timestamp(k) > T (θj−1) after ek. Let setD(θ) = g. We have
that ∆D(θj) cannot be defined at eg using ∆D(θj−1) because
g > k and θ′′ will satisfy the condition at line 2 in defineTo in
D〈X〉. Contradiction found. Therefore, setC(θj) = setD(θj).
2. Follow by 1. and Proposition 4.5. 
Let ∆τC be the ∆ after C+〈X〉 processes τ and ∆τD be the ∆
after D〈X〉 processes τ .
PROPOSITION 6. The following holds:
1. If γ(∆τC(θ)) ∈ G and for any θi ∈ MTC(θ), i > 1, let
setC(θi) = k, we have Dom(θi−1) ∈ enableXG (ek).
2. If γ(∆τC(θ)) ∈ G then MTC(θ) = MTD(θ).
Proof.
1. Suppose that the sliced trace for θ is τθ = e′1〈θ′1〉...e′h〈θ′h〉.
Then σ(τθ) = ∆τC(θ), according to Theorem 3 in (9). Since
γ(∆τC(θ)) ∈ G, P (τθ) ∈ G. Also, since ∆C(θi) is defined
at ek, ek ∈ τθ and it is the first occurrence of ek in τθ.
Suppose that e′n is the first occurrence of ek in τθ. Then
enableτ (ek) = {e′1, ..., e′n−1} by Definition 11. For any
0 < j < n, let e′j〈θ′′〉, then θ′′ v θi−1; otherwise, e′j should
not be contained in the slice for θi−1 and thus not in the
slice for θi (since ∆C(θi) is initialized using ∆C(θi−1).)
Hence, ∪X{e′1,...,e′n−1} = Dom(θi−1), that is, Dom(θi−1) ∈
enableXG (ek) by Definition 13.
2. Suppose that MTC(θ) = θ1, ..., θm. Prove by induction on
MTC(θ). For θ1, MTC(θ1) = θ1. Hence, MTD(θ1) = θ1 by
Lemma 1. Now suppose that for some 1 < j ≤ m, we have
MTD(θj−1) = MTC(θj−1) = θ1, ..., θj−1. Let setC(θj) = k
and ek〈θ′〉. By Proposition 4 3., ∆D(θj) is undefined before
ek. Also, θ′ unionsq θj−1 = θj due to line 15 in main in C+〈X〉.
By 1., Dom(θj−1) ∈ enableXG (ek). Hence, ∆D(θj) will
be defined at ek because of the loop from line 4 - 8 in
createNewMonitorStates in D〈X〉. We only need to show
that ∆D(θj) is defined using ∆D(θj−1). Assume that ∆D(θj)
is defined using ∆D(θ′′) and θ′′ 6= θj−1. Then we have
θ′′ unionsq θ′ = θj . θ′′ 6@ θj−1 because the loop from line 1
to line 10 in createNewMonitorStates in D〈X〉 is carried out
in a reverse topological order. Also, θj−1 6@ θ′′ because
the loops from line 2 to line 6 and from line 12 to line 18
in main in C+〈X〉 are carried out in a reverse topological
order. Such situation, i.e., θj does not have a maximum sub-
instance, is impossible according to the proof for algorithm
A〈X〉 in (9). Contradiction found. Therefore, ∆D(θj) is
defined using ∆D(θj−1) at ek. We then have MTD(θj) =
MTD(θj−1)θj = MTC(θj−1)θj = MTC(θj). By induction,
MTC(θm) = MTD(θm).

PROPOSITION 7. If ∆τD(θ) is defined then MTC(θ) = MTD(θ).
Proof. Suppose that MTD(θ) = θ1, ..., θm. Prove by induc-
tion on MTD(θ). For θ1, MTD(θ1) = θ1. Hence, MTC(θ1) =
θ1 by Lemma 1.2. Now suppose that for some 1 < j ≤ m,
we have MTD(θj−1) = MTC(θj−1) = θ1, ..., θj−1. Let
setD(θj) = k and ek〈θ′〉.
Suppose that MTC(θj) = θ
j
1...θ
j
h where θ
j
h = θj . We first
show that θ1 = θ
j
1 by contradiction. Assume θ1 6= θj1. Let
setC(θ
j
1) = p
j and setD(θ1) = p. Since MTC(θ
j
1) = θ
j
1 and
MTD(θ1) = θ1, we have that epj 〈θj1〉, ep〈θ1〉 and they are
both creation events. We also have TD(θ1) = timestamp(p).
By Proposition 4.2, ∆D(θ
j
1) is not defined before p
j . Hence,
∆D(θ
j
1) is defined at p
j and TD(θj1) = timestamp(pj). Also,
disable(θj1) > TD(θj1) since line 6 in main of algorithm D〈X〉
is executed after TD(θj1) is defined at line 4. Since θ1 6= θj1,
pj 6= p; in other words, either pj < p or pj > p. Therefore,
either TD(θj1) < TD(θ1) or TD(θ1) < TD(θj1) < disable(θj1)
by Proposition 3.1. Let θn be the first parameter instance
in MTD(θj) s.t. θ
j
1 @ θn and θ
j
1 6@ θn−1, n > 1, and let
setD(θn) = pn. Then ∆D(θn) is defined in the defineTo
function in D〈X〉 at epn using ∆D(θn−1). However, it is
impossible since θj1 satisfies the condition at line 2 in defineTo
and prevents defining ∆D(θn) at epn . Contradiction found
and θ1 = θ
j
1.
Assume that MTC(θj) 6= MTD(θj). We can find l > 1 s.t.
θjl 6= θl and θji = θi for any 0 < i < l. Let setC(θjl ) = k and
setC(θl) = g. Suppose enl〈θ′′〉. We have θjl−1 unionsq θ′′ = θjl ; so
θ′′ 6@ θjl−1. Also, disable(θ′′) > T (θjl ) = T (θj1) = T (θ1)
after ek. k < g is impossible; otherwise, ∆D(θl) cannot
be defined at eg using ∆D(θl−1) because θ′′ will satisfy
the condition at line 2 in defineTo in D〈X〉. Hence, k >
g ≥ setC(θl) by Proposition 4.3. In other words, ∆C(θl) is
defined before ek. Therefore, θl 6∈ MTC(θj) but θl ⊆ θj .
Then we can find θjp ∈ MTC(θj) s.t. θl @ θjp and θl 6@ θi
for any 0 < i < p. However, suppose setC(θjp) = n, then at
event en, we have θl @ θjp and θl 6@ θjp−1. According to the
proof for algorithm A〈X〉 in (9), we should have θjp−1 @ θl,
which means that ∆C(θjp) should be defined using ∆C(θl).
Contradiction found. Therefore, MTC(θj) = MTD(θj).

THEOREM 1. The following holds:
1. if γ(∆τC(θ)) ∈ G then γ(∆τD(θ)) = γ(∆τC(θ));
2. if γ(∆τD(θ)) ∈ G then γ(∆τC(θ)) = γ(∆τD(θ));
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3. γ(∆τC(θ)) ∈ G iff γ(∆τD(θ)) = γ(∆τC(θ)) iff γ(∆τD(θ)) ∈
G.
Proof.
1. By Proposition 6 and Proposition 5.2, ∆τD(θ) = ∆τC(θ).
Hence, γ(∆τD(θ)) = γ(∆
τ
C(θ)).
2. Follow by Proposition 7 and Proposition 5.2.
3. Follow by 1 and 2. 
Theorem 1 states that a trace slice for θ is reported by
C+〈X〉 to be in G if and only if it is also reported by D〈X〉
to be in G. In other words,C+〈X〉 and D〈X〉 are equivalent
for those parameter instances whose trace slices are in G.
Thus D〈X〉 is complete and sound.
7. Implementation and Evaluation
We implemented code generation for Algorithms C+〈X〉 and
D〈X〉 in JavaMOP. The indexing technique proposed in (8) is
used to implement all the mappings in the algorithms. Some
optimizations were applied to D〈X〉 to achieve more efficient
monitoring code. First, a method is generated for each event
and in the method, enableXG (e) is statically determined. Thus
the main loop in createNewMonitorStates is unrolled in the
monitoring code. In every iteration of the unrolled loop,Xe is
statically determined. Hence, the condition at line 2 and θm at
line 3 in createNewMonitorStates can be statically computed
for each iteration and the resulting values are constants in
the generated code. The invocation of function defineTo at
line 6 in createNewMonitorStates is statically expanded using
the function body of defineTo in every unrolled iteration of
the main loop. This way, the context information of call
sites can be used to optimize every copy of the defineTo
function. For example, the domains of θ and θ′ are fixed in
each iteration of the unrolled loop in createNewMonitorStates,
so we can also unroll the loop from line 1 to line 5 in
defineTo and compute the comparison between θ′ and θ′′
at code generation time. Also, the inner loop (lines 4 - 8)
in createNewMonitorStates checks every parameter instance
in U(θ) but U(θ) may contain many other instances whose
domains are not Xe. To reduce runtime overhead, the code
generation makes a mapping for each e andXe ∈ enableXG (e).
Specifically, given an event definitionDE , for any event e and
every Xe ∈ enableXG (e), a mapping UeXe is generated to map
the parameter instance θm with Dom(θm) = DE(θ) ∩ Xe
to a list of parameter instances more informative than θm
whose domain is Xe. In every iteration of the unrolled loop
in createNewMonitorStates, the corresponding UeXe is used
for the inner loop. This way, fewer parameter instances are
enumerated at runtime.
We evaluated C+〈X〉, D〈X〉, and Tracematches on the
DaCapo benchmark suite (4). We omitted other runtime sys-
tems because they have been evaluated and compared with
either Tracematches or the original JavaMOP algorithm5 in
other papers (1; 2; 8). Note that Soot (18), the underlying
bytecode engine for Tracematches, cannot handle the Da-
Capo benchmark properly, resulting in fewer instrumentation
points in the pmd program. Accordingly, we modify our spec-
ification to have the same scope of instrumentation for a fair
comparison. The raw results can be found at (17).
Experimental Settings. Our experiments were performed
on a machine with 2GB RAM and a Pentium 4 2.66GHz
processor. The machine’s operating system is UBuntu Linux
7.10, and we used version 2006-10 of the DaCapo benchmark
suite (4). The default input for DaCapo was used, and we
use the -converge option to ensure the validity of our test
by running each test multiple times, until the execution time
converges. After convergence, the runtime is stabilized within
3%, thus numbers in Figure 15 should be interpreted as
”±3%”. Additional code introduced by the AspectJ weaving
process changes the program structure in DaCapo; sometimes
this causes the benchmark to run a little bit faster due to better
instruction cache layout.
Properties. We used the following properties in our experi-
ments. They were borrowed from (5; 6; 16).
• UnsafeMapIterator: Do not update a Map when using the
Iterator interface to iterate its values or its keys;
• SafeSyncCollection: If a Collection is synchronized, then
its iterator also should be accessed in a synchronized
manner;
• SafeSyncMap: If a Collection is synchronized, then its
iterators on values and keys also should be accessed in a
synchronized manner;
• SafeIterator: Do not update a Collection when using the
Iterator interface to iterate its elements;
• SafeFile: All file opens should be closed strictly in the
function where it is opened;
• SafeFileWriter: No write to a FileWriter after closing.
UnsafeMapIterator, SafeSyncCollection, SafeSyncMap
and SafeFile could not be monitored using the original Java-
MOP algorithm, as they contain creation events that do not in-
stantiate all the parameters. SafeFile and SafeFileWriter can-
not be expressed in Tracematches because they are context-
free properties. We use them to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the enable set optimization on CFG properties. SafeItera-
tor was chosen because it has generated some of the largest
runtime overheads in previous experiments (8; 16).
Results and Discussions. Figure 15 summarizes the results
of our experiments. It shows the percent overheads ofC+〈X〉,
D〈X〉 (both implemented in JavaMOP), and Tracematches.
All the properties were heavily monitored in the experiments.
Millions of parameter instances were observed for some
5 The original JavaMOP is conservatively extended by the new D〈X〉, in
that for properties supported by the original JavaMOP algorithm, D〈X〉
generates the same monitoring code and instrumentation.
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UnsafeMapIterator SafeSyncCollection SafeSyncMap SafeIterator SafeFile SafeFileWriter
TM C+〈X〉 D〈X〉 TM C+〈X〉 D〈X〉 TM C+〈X〉 D〈X〉 TM C+〈X〉 D〈X〉 C+〈X〉 D〈X〉 C+〈X〉 D〈X〉
antlr -2 5 2 -2 2 1 -3 2 1 0 0 0 11 9 2 5
bloat >10000 OOM 935 1448 735 712 2267 858 660 11258 769 749 3 1 5 0
chart -1 4 0 0 1 1 1 3 0 11 5 3 -1 0 -1 0
eclipse 8 2 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 2 2 1 2
fop 11 -2 -3 -4 -3 0 16 -5 -3 5 4 1 -3 -3 -3 -5
hsqldb 29 0 0 24 0 0 22 -1 0 17 -1 0 2 0 0 -1
jython 57 11 7 6 -4 -4 8 -4 -5 16 -2 0 -4 -4 -3 -5
luindex 7 12 5 0 1 1 3 1 4 9 3 5 22 21 -1 -1
lusearch 9 1 -1 9 1 1 8 2 -1 34 4 2 0 -1 -1 0
pmd >10000 OOM 196 33 18 15 50 21 12 196 19 14 -2 0 -2 -2
xalan 10 4 4 7 -1 1 6 0 0 10 9 8 0 -1 2 1
Figure 15. Average Percent Runtime Overhead for Tracematches(TM), C+〈X〉, and D〈X〉 (convergence within 3%, OOM =
Out of Memory). D〈X〉, at its worst, has less than an order of magnitude of overhead.
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Event e2〈p2〉 e1〈p1〉 e3〈p1, p2〉
∆
〈p2〉:σ(i, e2) 〈p2〉:σ(i, e2)
〈p1〉:σ(i, e1)
〈p2〉:σ(i, e2)
〈p1〉:σ(i, e1)
T 〈p2〉:1 〈p2〉:1〈p1〉:3
〈p2〉:1
〈p1〉:3
disable 〈p2〉:2 〈p2〉:2〈p1〉:4
〈p2〉:2
〈p1〉:4
〈p1, p2〉:5
Figure 13. Another Monitoring Using Enable Sets and
Timestamps.
using the enable set and timestamps, as shown in Figure
14. This algorithm makes use of the mappings discussed
above, namely, enableXG , ∆, U , disable and T , and maintains
an integer variable to track the timestamp. Similar to algo-
rithm C+〈X〉, when event e〈θ〉 is received, algorithmD〈X〉
first checks whether ∆(θ) is defined or not (line 1 in main).
If not, monitor states may be generated for new encoun-
tered parameter instances, which is achieved by function
createNewMonitorStates in algorithm D〈X〉. Unlike in algo-
rithmC+〈X〉, where all the parameter instances less informa-
tive than θ are searched to find all the compatible parameter
instances using U , createNewMonitorStates enumerates pa-
rameter sets in enableXG (e) and looks for parameter instances
whose domains are in enableXG (e) and which are compati-
ble with θ, also using U . The inclusion check at line 2 in
createNewMonitorStates is to omit unnecessary search since
if Dom(θ) ⊆ Xe then no new parameter instance will be
created from θ. This way, createNewMonitorStates creates all
the parameter instances that combine θ with compatible pa-
rameter instances that also satisfy the enable set of e using
fewer lists in U .
If e is a creation event then a monitor state for θ is
initialized (lines 3 - 5 inmain). Note that∆(θ) can be defined
in function createNewMonitorStates if∆(θ′) has been defined
for some θ′ ! θ. disable(θ) is set to the current timestamp
after all the creations and the timestamp is increased. The rest
of function main in D〈X〉 is the same as in C+〈X〉: all the
relevant monitor states are updated according to e.
Function defineNew in D〈X〉 is similar to the one in
C+〈X〉. The only difference is that T (θ) is set to the current
timestamp, and the timestamp is incremented. Function
defineTo in D〈X〉 checks disable and T as discussed above to
decide whether∆(θ) can be defined using∆(θ′). If∆(θ) is
defined using ∆(θ′), T (θ) is set to T (θ′).
6.2 Proofs of Correctness
The goal of this section is to show that algorithmsD〈X〉 and
C+〈X〉 produce the same mapping ∆ for the same given
trace. C〈X〉 is already known to be correct for our definition
of parametric trace monitoring due to the results in (8). As
mentioned C+〈X〉 is a straight-forward extension of C〈X〉.
Thus by showing thatD〈X〉 andC+〈X〉 produce the same∆
Algorithm D〈X〉(M = (S, E , C, ı,σ, γ))
Input: mapping enableXG : [E ◦→Pf (Pf (X))]
Globals: mapping ∆ : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→S]
mapping T : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→ integer]
mapping U : [X ◦→V ]→ Pf ([X ◦→V ])
mapping disable : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→ integer]
integer timestamp
Initialization: U(θ)← ∅ for any θ, timestamp← 0
function main(e〈θ〉)
1 if ∆(θ) undefined then
2
... createNewMonitorState(e〈θ〉)
3
... if ∆(θ) undefined and e is a creation event then
4
...
... defineNew(θ)
5
... endif
6
... disable(θ)← timestamp
7
... timestamp← timestamp + 1
8 endif
9 foreach θ′ ∈ {θ} ∪U (θ) s.t. ∆(θ′) defined do
10
... ∆(θ′)← σ(∆(θ′), e)
11 endfor
function createNewMonitorStates(e〈θ〉)
1 foreach Xe∈enableXG (e)
(in reversed topological order) do
2
... if Dom(θ) )⊆ Xethen
3
...
... θm ← θ′ s.t. θ′ ! θ and Dom(θ′) = Dom(θ) ∩Xe
4
...
... foreach θ′′ ∈ U(θm) ∪ {θm} s.t. Dom(θ′′) = Xe do
5
...
...
... if ∆(θ′′) defined and ∆(θ′′ unionsq θ) undefined then
6
...
...
...
... defineTo(θ′′ unionsq θ, θ′′)
7
...
...
... endif
8
...
... endfor
9
... endif
10 endfor
function defineNew(θ)
1 foreach θ′′ ! θ do
2
... if ∆(θ′′) defined then return endif
3 endfor
4 ∆(θ)← ı
5 T (θ)← timestamp
6 timestamp← timestamp + 1
7 foreach θ′′ ! θ do
8
... U(θ′′)← U(θ′′) ∪ {θ}
9 endfor
function defineTo(θ, θ′)
1 foreach θ′′ , θ s.t. θ′′ ), θ′ do
2
... if disable(θ′′) > T (θ′) or T (θ′′) < T (θ′) then
3
...
... return
4
... endif
5 endfor
6 ∆(θ)← ∆(θ′)
7 T (θ)← T (θ′)
8 foreach θ′′ ! θ do
9
... U(θ′′)← U(θ′′) ∪ {θ}
10 endfor
Figure 14. Optimized Monitoring Algorithm D〈X〉.
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5. Enable Sets
C+〈X〉 does not make any assumption on the given monitor
M . In other words, one may monitor properties written in
any specification formalism, e.g., ERE, CFG, PTLTL etc.,
as long as one also provides a monitor generation algorithm
for said formalism. However, this generality leads to extra
monitoring overhead in some cases. Thus we intoduce our
novel optimization based on the concept of enable sets.
To motivate the optimization, let us continue the run in
Figure 6 to process one more event, use iter〈i1〉. The result
is shown in Figure 7. use iter〈i1〉 is not a creation event
and no onitor instance is created for 〈i1〉. Since 〈i1〉 is
compatible with 〈m2, c2〉, a new monitor instance is defined
for 〈m2, c2, i1〉. Th monitor instance for 〈m1, c1, i1〉 is then
updated according to use iter because 〈i1〉 is less informative
than 〈m1, c1, i1〉. U is also updated to add 〈m2, c2, i1〉 to
the lists for all the parameter instances less informative than
〈m2, c2, i1〉. New entries are added into U during the update
since some of less informative parameter instances, e.g.,
〈m2, i1〉, have not been used before this event.
Eve t use iter〈i1〉
∆
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter), use iter)
〈m2, c2, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), use iter)
U ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2, c $→ c2〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m2, i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈c2, i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Figure 7. Following the Run of Figure 6.
Creating the monitor instance for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 is needed
for the correctness of C+〈X〉, but it can be avoided when
m re informati n about the program or the specification
is available. For example, according to the semantics of
Iterator, no event create iter〈c2, i1〉will occur in the following
execution since an iterator can be associated to only one
collection. Hence, the monitor for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 will never
reach the validation state and we do not need to create it from
the beginning. However, such semantic information about the
program is very difficult to infer automatically. Below, we
show a simpler yet effective solution to avoid unnecessary
monitor creations by analyzing the specification to monitor.
When monitoring a program against a specific property,
usually only a certain subset of property categories, (C in
Definition 2), is checked. For example, in Figure 1, the
regular expression specifies a defective interaction among
related Map, Collection and Iterator objects. To find an error
in the program using monitoring is thus to detect matches of
the specified pattern during the execution. In other words,
we are only interested in the validation category of the
specified pattern. Obviously, to match the pattern, for a
parameter instance of parameter set {m, c, i}, create coll and
create iter should be observed before use iter is encountered
for the first time in monitoring. Otherwise, the trace slice
for {m, c, i} will never match the pattern. Based on this
information, we next show that creating the monitor state for
〈m2, c2, i1〉 in Figure 7 is not needed.When eventuse iter〈i1〉
is encountered, if the monitor state for a parameter instance
〈m2, c2〉 exists without the monitor state for 〈m2, c2, i1〉,
like in Figure 7, it can be inferred that in the trace slice for
〈m2, c2, i1〉, only events create coll and/or update map occur
before use iter because, otherwise, if create iter also occurred
before use iter, the monitor state for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 should have
been created. Therefore, we can infer, when eventuse iter〈i1〉
is observed and before the execution continues, that no match
of the specified pattern can be reached by the trace slice for
〈m2, c2, i1〉, that is to say, the monitor for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 will
never reach the validation state.
This observation shows that the knowledge about the spec-
ified property can be applied to avoid unnecessary creation
of monitor states. This way, the sizes of∆ and U can be re-
duced, reducing the monitoring overhead. We next formalize
the information needed for the optimization and argue that it
is not specific to the underlying specification formalism, and
that it can be computed easily. How this information is used
is discussed in Section 6.
DEFINITION 11. Given τ ∈ E∗ and e, e′ ∈ τ , we denote that
e′ occurs before the first occurrence of e in τ as e′ !τ e. Let
the trace enable set of e ∈ E be the function enableτ : E →
Pf (E), defined as: enableτ (e) = {e′ | e′ !τ e}.
Note that if e %∈ τ then enableτ (e) = ∅. The trace enable
set can be used to examine whether the execution under
observation may generate a particular trace of interest, or not:
if event e is encountered during monitoring but some event
e′ ∈ enableτ (e) has not been observed, then the (incomplete)
execution being monitored will not produce the trace τ when
it finishes. This observation can be extended to check, before
an execution finishes, whether the execution can generate
a trace belonging to some designated property categories.
The designated property categories are called thegoal of the
monitoring in what follows.
DEFINITION 12. Given P : E∗ → C and a set of categories
G ⊆ C as the goal, the property enable set is defined as
a function enableEG : E → Pf (Pf (E)) with enableEG(e) =
{enableτ (e) | P (τ) ∈ G}.
Intuitively, if event e is encountered during monitoring but
none of event sets enableEG(e) has been completely observed,
the (incomplete) execution being monitoring will not produce
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Figure 16. Runtime Overhead Statistics.
properties under monitoring, e.g., SafeIterator, putting a
critical test on the generated monitoring c de. All three
systems generated low runtime overhead in most experiments,
showing their efficiency. For D〈X〉, only 7 out of 66 cases
caused more than 10% runtime overhead. The numbers for
C+〈X〉 and Tracematches are 9 out of 66 and 15 out of 44,
respectively. Figure 16 shows the comparison among three
systems using the cases where at least two of them generated
more than 10% overhead. In all cases, D〈X〉 outperformed
the other two and C+〈X〉 is better than Tracematches. This
shows that JavaMOP provides an efficient solution to monitor
parametric specifications despite its genericity in terms of
specification formalisms.
The results also illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed
optimization based on the enable set: on average, the overhead
of D〈X〉 is about 20% less than C+〈X〉. Moreover, when the
property to monitor becomes more complicated, the improve-
ment achieved by the optimization is more significant. In the
two extreme cases, namely, bloat-UnsafeMapIterator and pmd-
UnsafeMapIterator, where both the non-optimized JavaMOP
and Tracematches crashed, the optimized JavaMOP managed
to finish the executions with overheads that are reasonable
for many applications, such as testing and debugging.
Figure 17 shows the maximum memory usages of our
experiments in log10 scale, in Megabytes. Only the cases
where significant overhead was incurred are shown.
Two interesting observations can be made from Figure
17. First, the enable set optimization does not always reduce
bloat, UnSafeMapIterator
jython, UnSafeMapIterator
luindex, UnSafeMapIterator
pmd, UnSafeMapIterator
bloat, SafeSy cCollection
pmd, SafeSyncCollection
bloat, SafeSyncMap
pmd, SafeSyncMap
bloat, SafeIterator
pmd, SafeIterator
a tlr, SafeFile
luindex,SafeFile
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5. Enable Sets
C+〈X〉 does not make any assumption on the given monitor
M . In other words, one may monitor properties written in
any specification formalism, e.g., ERE, CFG, PTLTL etc.,
as long as one also provides a monitor generation algorithm
for said formalism. However, this generality leads to extra
monitoring overhead in some cases. Thus we intoduce our
novel optimization based on the concept of enable sets.
To motivate the optimization, let us continue the run in
Figure 6 to process one more event, use iter〈i1〉. The result
is shown in Figure 7. use iter〈i1〉 is not a creation event
and no monitor instance is created for 〈i1〉. Since 〈i1〉 is
compatible with 〈m2, c2〉, a new monitor instance is defined
for 〈m2, c2, i1〉. The monitor instance for 〈m1, c1, i1〉 is then
updated according to use iter because 〈i1〉 is less informative
than 〈m1, c1, i1〉. U is also updated to add 〈m2, c2, i1〉 to
the lists for all the parameter instances less informative than
〈m2, c2, i1〉. New entries are added into U during the update
since some of less informative parameter instances, e.g.,
〈m2, i1〉, have not been used before this event.
Event use iter〈i1〉
∆
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter), use iter)
〈m2, c2, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), use iter)
U ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2, c $→ c2〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m2, i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈c2, i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Figure 7. Following the Run of Figure 6.
Creating the monitor instance for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 is needed
for the correctness of C+〈X〉, but it can be avoided when
more information about the program or the specification
is available. For example, according to the semantics of
Iterator, no event create iter〈c2, i1〉will occur in the following
execution since an iterator can be associated to only one
collection. Hence, the monitor for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 will never
reach the validation state and we do not need to create it from
the beginning. However, such semantic information about the
program is very difficult to infer automatically. Below, we
show a simpler yet effective solution to avoid unnecessary
monitor creations by analyzing the specification to monitor.
When monitoring a program against a specific property,
usually only a certain subset of property categories, (C in
Definition 2), is checked. For example, in Figure 1, the
regular expression specifies a defective interaction among
related Map, Collection and Iterator objects. To find an error
in the program using monitoring is thus to detect matches of
the specified pattern during the execution. In other words,
we are only interested in the validation category of the
specified pattern. Obviously, to match the pattern, for a
parameter instance of parameter set {m, c, i}, create coll and
create iter should be observed before use iter is encountered
for the first time in monitoring. Otherwise, the trace slice
for {m, c, i} will never match the pattern. Based on this
information, we next show that creating the monitor state for
〈m2, c2, i1〉 in Figure 7 is not needed.When eventuse iter〈i1〉
is encountered, if the monitor state for a parameter instance
〈m2, c2〉 exists without the monitor state for 〈m2, c2, i1〉,
like in Figure 7, it can be inferred that in the trace slice for
〈m2, c2, i1〉, only events create coll and/or update map occur
before use iter because, otherwise, if create iter also occurred
before use iter, the monitor state for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 should have
been created. Therefore, we can infer, when eventuse iter〈i1〉
is observed and before the execution continues, that no match
of the specified pattern can be reached by the trace slice for
〈m2, c2, i1〉, that is to say, the monitor for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 will
never reach the validation state.
This observation shows that the knowledge about the spec-
ified property can be applied to avoid unnecessary creation
of monitor states. This way, the sizes of∆ and U can be re-
duced, reducing the monitoring overhead. We next formalize
the information needed for the optimization and argue that it
is not specific to the underlying specification formalism, and
that it can be computed easily. How this information is used
is discussed in Section 6.
DEFINITION 11. Given τ ∈ E∗ and e, e′ ∈ τ , we denote that
e′ occurs before the first occurrence of e in τ as e′ !τ e. Let
the trace enable set of e ∈ E be the function enableτ : E →
Pf (E), defined as: enableτ (e) = {e′ | e′ !τ e}.
Note that if e %∈ τ then enableτ (e) = ∅. The trace enable
set can be used to examine whether the execution under
observation may generate a particular trace of interest, or not:
if event e is encountered during monitoring but some event
e′ ∈ enableτ (e) has not been observed, then the (incomplete)
execution being monitored will not produce the trace τ when
it finishes. This observation can be extended to check, before
an execution finishes, whether the execution can generate
a trace belonging to some designated property categories.
The designated property categories are called thegoal of the
monitoring in what follows.
DEFINITION 12. Given P : E∗ → C and a set of categories
G ⊆ C as the goal, the property enable set is defined as
a function enableEG : E → Pf (Pf (E)) with enableEG(e) =
{enableτ (e) | P (τ) ∈ G}.
Intuitively, if event e is encountered during monitoring but
none of event sets enableEG(e) has been completely observed,
the (incomplete) execution being monitoring will not produce
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Event e2〈p2〉 e1〈p1〉 e3〈p1, p2〉
∆
〈p2〉:σ(i, e2) 〈p2〉:σ(i, e2)
〈p1〉:σ(i, e1)
〈p2〉:σ(i, e2)
〈p1〉:σ(i, e1)
T 〈p2〉:1 〈p2〉:1〈p1〉:3
〈p2〉:1
〈p1〉:3
disable 〈p2〉:2 〈p2〉:2〈p1〉:4
〈p2〉:2
〈p1〉:4
〈p1, p2〉:5
Figure 13. Another Monitoring Using Enable Sets and
Timestamps.
using the enable set and timestamps, as shown in Figure
14. This algorithm makes use of the mappings discussed
above, namely, enableXG , ∆, U , disable and T , and maintains
an integer variable to track the timestamp. Similar to algo-
rithm C+〈X〉, when event e〈θ〉 is received, algorithmD〈X〉
first checks whether ∆(θ) is defined or not (line 1 in main).
If not, monitor states may be generated for new encoun-
tered parameter instances, which is achieved by function
createNewMonitorStates in algorithm D〈X〉. Unlike in algo-
rithmC+〈X〉, where all the parameter instances less informa-
tive than θ are searched to find all the compatible parameter
instances using U , createNewMonitorStates enumerates pa-
rameter sets in enableXG (e) and looks for parameter instances
whose domains are in enableXG (e) and which are compati-
ble with θ, also using U . The inclusion check at line 2 in
createNewMonitorStates is to omit unnecessary search since
if Dom(θ) ⊆ X then no new p rameter instance will be
created from θ. This way, createN wMonitorStates creates all
the parameter instances that combine θ with compatible pa-
rameter instances that also satisfy the enable set of e us ng
fewer lists in U .
If e is a creation event then a monitor state for θ is
initialized (lines 3 - 5 inmain). Note that∆(θ) can be defined
in function createNewMonitorStates if∆(θ′) has been defined
for some θ′ ! θ. disable(θ) is set to the current timestamp
after all the creations and the timestamp is increased. The rest
of function main in D〈X〉 is the same as in C+〈X〉: all the
relevant monitor states are updated according to e.
Function defineNew in D〈X〉 is similar to the one in
C+〈X〉. The only difference is that T (θ) is set to the current
timestamp, and the timestamp is incremented. Function
defineTo in D〈X〉 checks disable and T as discussed above to
decide whether∆(θ) can be defined using∆(θ′). If∆(θ) is
defined using ∆(θ′), (θ) is set to T (θ′).
6.2 Proofs of Correctness
The goal of this section is to show that algorithmsD〈X〉 and
C+〈X〉 produce the same mapping ∆ for th same giv n
trace. C〈X〉 is alre dy known to b correct for our definition
of parametric trace monitorin due to the res lts in (8). As
mentioned C+〈X〉 is a straight-forward extension of C〈X〉.
Thus by showing thatD〈X〉 andC+〈X〉 produce the same∆
Algorithm D〈X〉(M = (S, E , C, ı,σ, γ))
Input: mapping enableXG : [E ◦→Pf (Pf (X))]
Globals: mapping ∆ : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→S]
mapping T : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→ integer]
mapping U : [X ◦→V ]→ Pf ([X ◦→V ])
mapping disabl : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→ integer]
integer timestamp
Initialization: U(θ)← ∅ for any θ, timestamp← 0
function main(e〈θ〉)
1 if ∆(θ) undefined then
2
... createNewMonitorState(e〈θ〉)
3
... if ∆(θ) undefined and e is a creation event then
4
...
... defineNew(θ)
5
... endif
6
... disable(θ)← timestamp
7
... timestamp← timestamp + 1
8 endif
9 foreach θ′ ∈ {θ} ∪U (θ) s.t. ∆(θ′) defined do
10
... ∆(θ′)← σ(∆(θ′), e)
11 endfor
function createNewMonitorStates(e〈θ〉)
1 foreach Xe∈enableXG (e)
(in reversed topological order) do
2
... if Dom(θ) )⊆ Xethen
3
...
... θm ← θ′ s.t. θ′ ! θ and Do (θ′) = Dom(θ) ∩Xe
4
...
... foreach θ′′ ∈ U(θm) ∪ {θm} s.t. Dom(θ′′) = Xe do
5
...
...
... if ∆(θ′′) defined and ∆(θ′′ unionsq θ) und fined then
6
...
...
...
... defineTo(θ′′ unionsq θ, θ′′)
7
...
...
... endif
8
...
... endfor
9
... endif
10 endfor
function defineNew(θ)
1 foreach θ′′ ! θ do
2
... if ∆(θ′′) defined then retur endif
3 endfor
4 ∆(θ)← ı
5 T (θ)← timestamp
6 timestamp← timestamp + 1
7 foreach θ′′ ! θ do
8
... U(θ′′)← U(θ′′) ∪ {θ}
9 endfor
function defineTo(θ, θ′)
1 foreach θ′′ , θ s.t. θ′′ ), θ′ do
2
... if disable(θ′′) > T (θ′) or T (θ′′) < T (θ′) then
3
...
... return
4
... endif
5 endfor
6 ∆(θ)← ∆(θ′)
7 T (θ)← T (θ′)
8 foreach θ′′ ! θ do
9
... U(θ′′)← U(θ′′) ∪ {θ}
10 endfor
Figure 14. Optimized M nitoring Alg rithm D〈X〉.
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Figure 17. Peak Memory Usage Statistics.
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5. Enable Sets
C+〈X〉 does not make any assumption on the given monitor
M . In other words, one may monitor properties written in
any specification formalism, e.g., ERE, CFG, PTLTL etc.,
as long as one also provides a monitor generation algorithm
for said formalism. However, this generality leads to extra
monitoring overhead in some cases. Thus we intoduce our
novel optimization based on the concept of enable sets.
To motivate the optimization, let us continue the run in
Figure 6 to process one more event, use iter〈i1〉. The result
is shown in Figure 7. use iter〈i1〉 is not a creation event
and no monitor instance is created for 〈i1〉. Since 〈i1〉 is
compatible with 〈m2, c2〉, a new monitor instance is defined
for 〈m2, c2, i1〉. The monitor instance for 〈m1, c1, i1〉 is then
updated according to use iter because 〈i1〉 is less informative
than 〈m1, c1, i1〉. U is also updated to add 〈m2, c2, i1〉 to
the lists for all the parameter instances less informative than
〈m2, c2, i1〉. New entries are added into U during the update
since some of less informative parameter instances, e.g.,
〈m2, i1〉, have not been used before this event.
Event use iter〈i1〉
∆
〈m1, c1〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m2, c2〉:σ(i, create coll)
〈m1, c1, i1〉:σ(σ(σ(i, create coll), create iter), use iter)
〈m2, c2, i1〉:σ(σ(i, create coll), use iter)
U ⊥ : 〈m1, c1〉, 〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉〈m1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1〉:〈m1, c1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈c2〉:〈m2, c2〉, 〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉, 〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m2, c $→ c2〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m2, i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈c2, i1〉:〈m2, c2, i1〉
〈m1, c1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈m1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
〈c1, i1〉:〈m1, c1, i1〉
Figure 7. Following the Run of Figure 6.
Creating the monitor instance for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 is needed
for the correctness of C+〈X〉, but it can be avoided when
more information about the program or the specification
is available. For example, according to the semantics of
Iterator, no event create iter〈c2, i1〉will occur in the following
execution since an iterator can be associated to only one
collection. Hence, the monitor for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 will never
reach the validation state and we do not need to create it from
the beginning. However, such semantic information about the
program is very difficult to infer automatically. Below, we
show a simpler yet effective solution to avoid unnecessary
monitor creations by analyzing the specification to monitor.
When monitoring a program against a specific property,
usually only a certain subset of property categories, (C in
Definition 2), is checked. For example, in Figure 1, the
regular expression specifies a defective interaction among
related Map, Collection and Iterator objects. To find an error
in the program using monitoring is thus to detect matches of
the specified pattern during the execution. In other words,
we are only interested in the validation category of the
specified pattern. Obviously, to match the pattern, for a
parameter instance of parameter set {m, c, i}, create coll and
create iter should be observed before use iter is encountered
for the first time in monitoring. Otherwise, the trace slice
for {m, c, i} will never match the pattern. Based on this
information, we next show that creating the monitor state for
〈m2, c2, i1〉 in Figure 7 is not needed.When eventuse iter〈i1〉
is encountered, if the monitor state for a parameter instance
〈m2, c2〉 exists without the monitor state for 〈m2, c2, i1〉,
like in Figure 7, it can be inferred that in the trace slice for
〈m2, c2, i1〉, only e ts create coll and/or update map occur
before use it r because, otherwise, if create i er also occurred
before use iter, the monitor state for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 should have
been created. Therefore, we can infer, when eventuse iter〈i1〉
is observed and before the execution continues, that no match
of the specified pattern can be reached by the trace slice for
〈m2, c2, i1〉, that is to say, the monitor for 〈m2, c2, i1〉 will
never reach the validation state.
This observation shows that the knowledge about the spec-
ified property can be applied to avoid unnecessary creation
of monitor states. This way, the sizes of∆ and U can be re-
duced, reducing the monitoring overhead. We next formalize
the information needed for the optimization and argue that it
is not specific to the underlying specification formalism, and
that it can be computed easily. How this information is used
is discussed in Section 6.
DEFINITION 11. Given τ ∈ E∗ and e, e′ ∈ τ , we denote that
e′ occurs before the first occurrence of e in τ as e′ !τ e. Let
the trace enable set of e ∈ E be the function enableτ : E →
Pf (E), defined as: enableτ (e) = {e′ | e′ !τ e}.
Note that if e %∈ τ then enableτ (e) = ∅. The trace enable
set can be used to examine whether the execution under
observation may generate a particular trace of interest, or not:
if event e is encountered during monitoring but some event
e′ ∈ enableτ (e) has not been observed, then the (incomplete)
execution being monitored will not produce the trace τ when
it finishes. This observation can be extended to check, before
an execution finishes, whether the execution can generate
a trace belonging to some designated property categories.
The designated property categories are called thegoal of the
monitoring in what follows.
DEFINITION 12. Given P : E∗ → C and a set of categories
G ⊆ C as the goal, the property enable set is defined as
a function enableEG : E → Pf (Pf (E)) with enableEG(e) =
{enableτ (e) | P (τ) ∈ G}.
Intuitively, if event e is encountered during monitoring but
none of event sets enableEG(e) has been completely observed,
the (incomplete) execution being monitoring will not produce
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Event e2〈p2〉 e1〈p1〉 e3〈p1, p2〉
∆
〈p2〉:σ(i, e2) 〈p2〉:σ(i, e2)
〈p1〉:σ(i, e1)
〈p2〉:σ(i, e2)
〈p1〉:σ(i, e1)
T 〈p2〉:1 〈p2〉:1〈p1〉:3
〈p2〉:1
〈p1〉:3
disable 〈p2〉:2 〈p2〉:2〈p1〉:4
〈p2〉:2
〈p1〉:4
〈p1, p2〉:5
Figure 13. Another onitoring Using Enable Sets and
Timestamps.
usi g the enable set and timestamps, as shown in Figure
14. This algorithm makes use of the mappings discussed
above, namely, en bl XG , ∆, U , disable and T , and maintai s
an integer variable to track the timestamp. Similar to algo-
rithm C+〈X〉, when event e〈θ〉 is received, algorithmD〈X〉
first checks whether ∆(θ) is defined or not (line 1 in main).
If not, monitor states may be generated for new encoun-
tered parameter instances, which is achieved by function
cr at NewMonitorStates in algorithm D〈X〉. Unlike in algo-
rithmC+〈X〉, where all the parameter instances less informa-
tive than θ are searched to find all the compatible parameter
instances using U , createNewMonitorStates enumerates pa-
rameter sets in enableXG (e) and looks for parameter instances
whose domains are in enableXG (e) and which are compati-
ble with θ, also using U . The inclusion check at line 2 in
createNewMonitorStates is to omit unnecessary search since
if Dom(θ) ⊆ Xe then no new parameter instance will be
created from θ. This way, createNewMonitorStates creates all
the parameter instances that combine θ with compatible pa-
rameter instances that also satisfy the enable set of e using
fewer lists in U .
If e is a creation event then a monitor state for θ is
initialized (lines 3 - 5 inmain). Note that∆(θ) can be defined
in function createNewMonitorStates if∆(θ′) has been defined
for some θ′ ! θ. disable(θ) is set to the current timestamp
after all the creations and the timestamp is increased. The rest
of function main in D〈X〉 is the same as in C+〈X〉: all the
relevant monitor states are updated according to e.
Function defineNew in D〈X〉 is similar to the one in
C+〈X〉. The only difference is that T (θ) is set to the current
timestamp, and the timestamp is incremented. Function
defineTo in D〈X〉 checks disable and T as discussed above to
decide whether∆(θ) can be defined using∆(θ′). If∆(θ) is
defined using ∆(θ′), T (θ) is set to T (θ′).
6.2 Proofs of Correctness
The goal of this section is to show that algorithmsD〈X〉 and
C+〈X〉 produce the same mapping ∆ for the same given
trace. C〈X〉 is already known to be correct for our definition
of parametric trace monitoring due to the results in (8). As
mentioned C+〈X〉 is a straight-forward extension of C〈X〉.
Thus by showing thatD〈X〉 andC+〈X〉 produce the same∆
Algorithm D〈X〉(M = (S, E , C, ı,σ, γ))
Input: mapping enableXG : [E ◦→Pf (Pf (X))]
Globals: mapping ∆ : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→S]
mapping T : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→ integer]
mapping U : [X ◦→V ]→ Pf ([X ◦→V ])
m pping disable : [[X ◦→V ] ◦→ integer]
integer timestamp
Initialization: U(θ)← ∅ for any θ, timestamp← 0
function main(e〈 〉)
1 if ∆(θ) undefined then
2
... createNewMonitorState(e〈θ〉)
3
... if ∆(θ) undefined and e is a creation event then
4
...
... defineNew(θ)
5
... endif
6
... disable(θ)← timestamp
7
... timestamp← timestamp + 1
8 endif
9 foreach θ′ ∈ {θ} U (θ) s.t. ∆(θ′) defined do
10
... ∆(θ′)← σ(∆(θ′), e)
11 endfor
function createNewMonitorStates(e〈θ〉)
1 foreach Xe∈enableXG (e)
(in reversed topological order) do
2
... if Dom(θ) )⊆ Xethen
3
...
... θm ← θ′ s.t. θ′ ! θ and Do (θ′) = Dom(θ) ∩Xe
4
...
... foreach θ′′ ∈ U(θm) ∪ {θm} s.t. Dom(θ′′) = Xe do
5
...
...
... if ∆(θ′′) defined and ∆(θ′′ unionsq θ) und fined hen
6
...
...
...
... defineTo(θ′′ unionsq θ, θ′′)
7
...
...
... endif
8
...
... endfor
9
... endif
10 endfor
f nction defineNew(θ)
1 foreach θ′′ ! θ do
2
... if ∆(θ′′) defined then retur endif
3 endfor
4 ∆(θ)← ı
5 T (θ)← timestamp
6 timestamp← timestamp + 1
7 foreach θ′′ ! θ do
8
... U(θ′′)← U(θ′′) ∪ {θ}
9 endfor
function defineTo(θ, θ′)
1 foreach θ′′ , θ s.t. θ′′ ), θ′ do
2
... if disable(θ′′) > T (θ′) or T (θ′′) < T (θ′) then
3
...
... return
4
... endif
5 endfor
6 ∆(θ)← ∆(θ′)
7 T (θ)← T (θ′)
8 foreach θ′′ ! θ do
9
... U(θ′′)← U(θ′′) ∪ {θ}
10 endfor
Figure 14. Optimized M nitoring Alg rithm D〈X〉.
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Figure 18. Number of Parameter Instance Monitors.
peak memory usage. In 7 out of 12 cases, the D〈X〉 h
lower peak memory usage than C+〈X〉. As mentioned, blo t-
SafeMapIterator and pmd-SafeMapIterator, where C+〈X〉 did
not finish execution, exiting with an out of memory error,
D〈X〉 managed to complete. In the other 5 cases, C+〈X〉
has slightly lower peak memory usage than D〈X〉. This
is because C+〈X〉 caused more garbage collections than
D〈X〉. For example, in pmd-SafeSyncCollection, the C+〈X〉
had 1791 young generation garbage collections while D〈X〉
had 1465 collections. However, fewer garbage collection
cycles contribute to the performance increase of the enable
set optimization. The reduced memory usage of luindex-
UnsafeMapIterator in comparison to the base program can
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also be attributed to an increase in the number of garbage
collections, 3857 for the base program, and 3957 and 4260 for
the optimized and non-optimized JavaMOP runs, respectively.
Another observation is that memory usage is not directly
related to the resulting monitoring overhead: little memory
overhead was observed for bloat-SafeSyncCollection and bloat-
SafeSyncMap, which caused huge runtime overhead, while
for pmd-SafeIterator, we observed high memory usage but
insignificant runtime overhead.
Figure 18 shows the number of created monitor instances,
another important measurement for our approach, also in
log10 scale. Only 7 cases are shown because others generated
many fewer monitor instances. For the experiments with
significant runtime overhead. In bloat-SafeMapIterator and
pmd-SafeMapIterator, the number of instance monitors in
C+〈X〉 is not precise, due to the out of memory crash.
In all cases, the optimized JavaMOP generated an equal
or lesser number of monitors than the non-optimized one,
showing that the optimization is effective in reducing the
number of monitors, particularly in the cases where many
instance monitors are created. Also, the results indicate that
the number of created monitor instances is not the only factor
influencing runtime overhead: no monitor instances were
created for bloat-SafeSyncCollection and bloat-SafeSyncMap,
but they generated significant monitoring overhead. A further
inspection revealed that in both cases, a tremendous number
of related events were observed: 137880368 and 165269166
events for bloat-SafeSyncCollection and bloat-SafeSyncMap,
respectively. This resulted in intensive monitoring work even
when no monitor instances were created. Static program
analysis may provide a better solution in such cases, which
we plan to explore in our future work.
8. Conclusion
Efficient monitoring of parametric properties is a very chal-
lenging problem, due to the potentially huge number of pa-
rameter instances. Until now, solutions to this problem have
either used a hardwired logical formalism, or limited their
handling of parameters. Our approach, based on a general
semantics of parametric traces with a property-based opti-
mization, overcomes these limitations, without sacrificing
any efficiency, as our evaluation shows.
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